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An iron-based amorphous metal with good corrosion resistance and a high absorption cross-
section for thermal neutrons has been developed and is reported here. This amorphous alloy has 
the approximate formula Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4 and is known as SAM2X5. 
Chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo) and tungsten (W) were added to provide corrosion 
resistance, while boron (B) was added to promote glass formation and the absorption of thermal 
neutrons. Since this amorphous metal has a higher boron content than conventional borated 
stainless steels, it provides the nuclear engineer with design advantages for criticality control 
structures with enhanced safety.15-17 While melt-spun ribbons with limited practical applications 
were initially produced, large quantities (several tons) of gas atomized powder have now been 
produced on an industrial scale, and applied as thermal-spray coatings on prototypical half-scale 
spent nuclear fuel containers and neutron-absorbing baskets. These prototypes and other 
SAM2X5 samples have undergone a variety of corrosion testing, including both salt-fog and 
long-term immersion testing. The modes and rates of corrosion have been determined in the 
various environments, and are reported here. While these coatings have less corrosion resistance 
than melt-spun ribbons and optimized coatings produced in the laboratory, substantial corrosion 
resistance has been achieved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The outstanding corrosion that may be possible with amorphous metals was recognized several 
years ago.1-4 Compositions of several iron-based amorphous metals were published, including 
several with very good corrosion resistance. Examples included: thermally sprayed coatings of 
Fe-10Cr-10-Mo-(C,B), bulk Fe-Cr-Mo-C-B, and Fe-Cr-Mo-C-B-P.5-7 The corrosion resistance of 
an iron-based amorphous alloy with yttrium (Y), Fe48Mo14Cr15Y2C15B6 was also been 
established.8-12 Yttrium was added to this alloy to lower the critical cooling rate. Several nickel-
based amorphous metals were developed that exhibit exceptional corrosion performance in 
acids.13 Very good thermal spray coatings of nickel-based crystalline coatings were deposited 
with thermal spray, but appear to have less corrosion resistance than nickel-based amorphous 
metals.14 

A family of iron-based amorphous metals with very good corrosion resistance was developed 
that can be applied as a protective thermal spray coating. One of the most promising 
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formulations within this family was found to be Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4 
(SAM2X5), which included chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo), and tungsten (W) for enhanced 
corrosion resistance, and boron (B) to enable glass formation and neutron absorption. The parent 
alloy for this series of amorphous alloys, which is known as SAM40 and represented by the 
formula Fe52.3Cr19Mn2Mo2.5W1.7B16C4Si2.5, has less molybdenum than SAM2X5 and was 
originally developed by Branagan.15-16  SAM2X5 may have beneficial for applications such as 
the safe long-term storage of spent nuclear fuel.17-19  

Conclusions regarding the exceptional passive film stability and corrosion resistance of this 
iron-based amorphous alloy compared to crystalline reference materials were based on 
measurements of passive film breakdown potential and corrosion rate, as well as observed 
performance during salt fog testing. Such measurements enabled the corrosion performance of 
various iron-based amorphous alloys, carbon steel, iron-based stainless steels and nickel-based 
alloys to be directly compared. 

The high boron content of Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4 (SAM2X5) makes it an 
effective neutron absorber, and suitable for criticality control applications. Average measured 
values of the neutron absorption cross section in transmission (Σt) for Type 316L stainless steel, 
Alloy C-22, borated stainless steel, Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd, and HVOF SAM2X5 have been determined to 
be approximately 1.1, 1.3, 2.3, 3.8 and 7.1, respectively, and are discussed in detail in a separate 
publication.19 These average values are compared graphically in Figure 1, and were calculated 
from the values summarized in Table I. The high boron content of this particular amorphous 
metal makes this amorphous alloy an effective neutron absorber, and suitable for criticality 
control applications. The thermal spray coating of SAM2X5 has a significantly higher neutron 
absorption cross-section than either the Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd alloy, or the borated stainless steel, which 
are commonly used in the design of spent nuclear fuel containers. The effectiveness of SAM2X5 
with natural boron as an absorber of thermal neutrons in nuclear applications is three-to-four 
times greater than the borated stainless steel samples tested, and twice as good as the Ni-Cr-Mo-
Gd samples tested. This material and its parent alloy have been shown to maintain corrosion 
resistance up to the glass transition temperature, and to remain in the amorphous state after 
receiving relatively high neutron dose. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

A. Melt Spinning Process 
Maximum cooling rates of one million Kelvin per second (106 K/s) have been achieved with 

melt spinning, which is an ideal process for producing amorphous metals over a very broad range 
of compositions. This process was used to synthesize completely amorphous, Fe-based, 
corrosion-resistant alloys with near theoretical density, and thereby enabled the effects of coating 
morphology on corrosion resistance to be separated from the effects of elemental composition. 
The melt-spun ribbon (MSR) samples produced with this equipment were several meters long, 
several millimeters wide and approximately 150 microns thick. 

B. Thermal Spray Process 
The coatings discussed here were made with the high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process, 

which involves a combustion flame, and is characterized by gas and particle velocities that are 
three to four times the speed of sound (mach 3 to 4). This process is ideal for depositing metal 
and cermet coatings, which have typical bond strengths of 5,000 to 10,000 pounds per square 
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inch (5-10 ksi), porosities of less than one percent (< 1%) and extreme hardness. The cooling rate 
that can be achieved in a typical thermal spray process such as HVOF are on the order of ten 
thousand Kelvin per second (104 K/s), and are high enough to enable many alloy compositions to 
be deposited above their respective critical cooling rate, thereby maintaining the vitreous state. 
However, the range of amorphous metal compositions that can be processed with HVOF is more 
restricted than those that can be produced with melt spinning, due to the differences in 
achievable cooling rates. Both kerosene and hydrogen have been investigated as fuels in the 
HVOF process used to deposit SAM2X5. 

C. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 
The target concentrations of heavier elements such as Cr, Mo and W were verified with Energy 

Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Microanalysis of each sample was performed at three randomly 
selected locations at 10,000X magnification. Compositional analysis was performed on the 
smoother side of each melt-spun ribbon (MSR), as the rougher sides were found in some cases to 
be contaminated with small amounts of copper, presumably from contact with the copper wheel 
during the melt spinning process. The concentrations of relatively light elements such as B and C 
could not be determined with EDS, and were therefore estimated with a simple difference 
calculation, so that the sum of concentrations for all elements totaled one hundred percent. 

D. X-Ray Diffraction 
The basic theory for X-ray diffraction (XRD) of amorphous materials is well developed and 

has been published in the literature.20-21 In an amorphous material, there are broad diffraction 
peaks. During this study, XRD was done with CuKα X-rays, a graphite analyzing crystal, and a 
Philips vertical goniometer, using the Bragg-Bretano method. The X-ray optics were self-
focusing, and the distance between the X-ray focal point to the sample position was equal to the 
distance between the sample position and the receiving slit for the reflection mode. Thus, the 
intensity and resolution was optimized. Parallel vertical slits were added to improve the 
scattering signal. Step scanning was performed from 20 to 90° (2θ) with a step size of 0.02° at 4 
to 10 seconds per point, depending on the amount of sample. The samples were loaded into low-
quartz holder since the expected intensity was very low, thus requiring that the background 
scattering be minimized. 

E. Thermal Analysis 
The thermal properties of these Fe-based amorphous metals have also been determined. 

Thermal analysis of these Fe-based amorphous metals, with differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) or differential thermal analysis (DTA), allowed determination of important thermal 
properties such as the glass transition temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature (Tx), and the 
melting point (Tm). Results from the thermal analysis of amorphous samples provides initial 
assessment of the glass forming ability of these materials through conventional metrics, such as 
the reduced glass transition temperature (Trg = Tg/TL). 

F. Mechanical Properties 
Hardness was also measured, since it determines wear resistance, as well as resistance to 

erosion-corrosion. Vickers micro-hardness (HV) was the standard approach used to assess the 
hardness of these thermal spray coatings. A 300-gram load was used since it was believed that 
this load and the affected area were large enough to sample across any existing macro-porosity, 
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thereby producing a spatially averaged measurement. Micro-hardness measurements were also 
made with a 100-gram load since it was believed that this load and the affected area were small 
enough to accurately sample bulk material properties. 

G. Salt Fog Testing 
Salt fog tests were conducted according to the standard General Motors (GM) salt fog test, 

identified as GM9540P. The protocol for this test is summarized in Table II. The salt solution 
mists (denoted with asterisks) consisted of 1.25% solution containing 0.9% sodium chloride, 
0.1% calcium chloride, and 0.25% sodium bicarbonate. The four reference samples included 
Type 316L stainless steel, nickel-based Alloy C-22, Ti Grade 7, and the 50:50 nickel-chromium 
binary. 

H. Solutions for Immersion Testing 
Several standardized test solutions have been developed based upon the well J-13 water 

composition determined by Harrar et al.22 Relevant test environments are assumed to include 
simulated dilute water (SDW), SCW, and SAW at 30, 60, and 90°C, as well as SSW at 100 and 
120°C.  The compositions of all of the environments are given in Table III. The compositions of 
these test media are based upon the work of Gdowski et al.23-46 In general, anions such as 
chloride promote localized corrosion, whereas other anions such as nitrate tend to act as 
corrosion inhibitors.  Thus, there is a very complex synergism of corrosion effects in the test 
media. 

The BSW composition was established on the basis of results from a distillation experiment by 
Wang et al.27. The total concentration of dissolved salts in the starting liquid was approximately 
five-times (5×) more concentrated than that in the standard SCW solution.  It was prepared by 
using five-times the amount of each chemical that is specified for the preparation of SCW.  After 
evaporation of approximately ninety percent (~90%) of the water from the starting solution, the 
residual solutions reaches the highest chloride concentration and has a boiling point of ~111°C.  
The resultant BSW solution contains (sampled at 111°C) 9% chloride, 9% nitrate, 0.6% sulfate, 
0.1% fluoride, 0.1% metasilicate, 1% TIC (total inorganic carbon from carbonate and 
bicarbonate), 5% potassium ion and 11% sodium ion. 

The synthetic BSW solution represented by Table IV has been slightly modified for these and 
other corrosion tests, yielding BSW-11, BSW-12, and BSW-13. The three solutions have pH 
values of approximately 13, 12, and 11 respectively.  All BSW-type solutions contain 9% 
chloride, 9% nitrate, 0.6% sulfate, and 0.1% fluoride.  Sodium and potassium ions are used to 
balance the charge.  More specifically, each testing solution contains 8.7 g KCl, 7.9 g NaCl, 0.2 
g NaF, 13.6 g NaNO3, and 1.4 g Na2SO4 (anhydrous).  The pH 13 solution (BSW-13) was 
prepared by adding 65 mL of water and 2.0 mL of the 10 N NaOH to the chemicals (total weight 
= 100 g).  The measured pH was 13.13.  The pH 12 solution (BSW-12) was prepared by adding 
66 mL of water and 2.0 mL of the 1 N NaOH to the chemicals.  The measured pH was 12.25.  
The pH 11 solution (BSW-11) was prepared by adding 66 mL of water and 2.0 mL of the 0.1 N 
NaOH to the chemicals. 

I. Cyclic Polarization 
Spontaneous breakdown of the passive film and localized corrosion require that the open-

circuit corrosion potential exceed the critical potential: 
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criticalcorr EE ≥            (1) 
 
The resistance to localized corrosion is quantified through measurement of the open-circuit 
corrosion potential (Ecorr), the breakdown or critical potential (Ecritical), and the repassivation 
potential (Erp). The greater the difference between the open-circuit corrosion potential and the 
critical potential (∆E), the more resistant a material is to modes of localized corrosion such a 
pitting and crevice corrosion. In integrated corrosion models, general corrosion is invoked when 
Ecorr is less than Ecritical (Ecorr < Ecritical), and localized corrosion is invoked when Ecorr exceeds 
Ecritical.29 Measured values of the repassivation potential (Erp) are sometimes used as conservative 
estimates of the critical potential (Ecritical). 

In the published scientific literature, different bases exist for determining the critical potential 
from electrochemical measurements.29-31 The breakdown or critical potential has been defined as 
the potential where the passive current density increases to a level between 1 to 10 µA/cm2 (10-6 
to 10-5 A/cm2) while increasing potential in the positive (anodic) directing during cyclic 
polarization or potential-step testing. The repassivation potential has been defined as the 
potential where the current density drops to a level indicative of passivity, which has been 
assumed to be between 0.1 to 1.0 µA/cm2 (10-6 to 10-7 A/cm2), while decreasing potential from 
the maximum level reached during cyclic polarization or potential-step testing. Alternatively, the 
repassivation potential has been defined as the potential during cyclic polarization where the 
forward and reverse scans intersect, a point where the measured current density during the 
reverse scan drops to a level known to be indicative of passivity. 

Cyclic polarization (CP) measurements was based on a procedure similar to ASTM (American 
Society for Testing and Materials) G-5 and other similar standards, with slight modification.32-35 
The ASTM G-5 standard calls for a 1N H2SO4 electrolyte, whereas synthetic bicarbonate, 
sulfate-chloride, chloride-nitrate, and chloride-nitrate solutions, with sodium, potassium and 
calcium cations, as well as natural seawater were used for this investigation. The natural 
seawater used in these tests was obtained directly from Half Moon Bay along the northern coast 
of California. Furthermore, the ASTM G-5 standard calls for the use of de-aerated solutions, 
whereas aerated and de-aerated solutions were used here. In regard to current densities believed 
to be indicative of passivity, all data was interpreted in a manner consistent with the published 
literature.28-30 

Temperature-controlled borosilicate glass (Pyrex) electrochemical cells were used for cyclic 
polarization and other similar electrochemical measurements. This cell had three electrodes, a 
working electrode (test specimen), a reference electrode, and a counter electrode. A standard 
silver silver-chloride electrode, filled with near-saturation potassium chloride solution, was used 
as the reference, and communicated with the test solution via a Luggin probe placed in close 
proximity to the working electrode, which minimized Ohmic losses. The electrochemical cell 
was equipped with a water-cooled junction to maintain reference electrode at ambient 
temperature, which thereby maintained integrity of the potential measurement, and a water-
cooled condenser, which prevented the loss of volatile species from the electrolyte. 

J. Linear Polarization 
The linear polarization method was used as a method for determining the corrosion rates of the 

various amorphous metal coatings. The procedure used for linear polarization testing consisted 
of the following steps: (1) holding the sample for ten seconds at the OCP; (2) beginning at a 
potential 20 mV below the OCP, increasing the potential linearly at a constant rate of 0.1667 mV 
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per second to a potential 20 mV above the OCP; (3) recording the current being passed from the 
counter electrode to the working electrode as a function of potential relative to a standard 
Ag/AgCl reference electrode; and (4) determining the parameters in the cathodic Tafel line by 
performing linear regression on the voltage-current data, from 10 mV below the OCP, to 10 mV 
above the OCP. The slope of this line was the polarization resistance, Rp (ohms), and was 
defined in the published literature.36 While no values for the Tafel parameter (B) of Fe-based 
amorphous metals have yet been developed, it was believed that a conservative value of 
approximately 25 mV was reasonable, based upon the range of published values for several Fe- 
and Ni-based alloys.36 The corrosion current density was then defined in terms of B, Rp and A, 
the actual exposed area of the sample being tested. The general corrosion rate was calculated 
from the corrosion current density through application of Faraday’s Law: 37 
 

corrE
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=           (2) 

 
A parameter (B) was defined in terms of the slopes of the anodic and cathodic branches of the 
Tafel line: 
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Values of B were published for a variety of iron-based alloys, and varied slightly from one alloy-
environment combination to another.36 Values for carbon steel, as well as Type 304, 304L and 
430 stainless steels, in a variety of electrolytes which include seawater, sodium chloride, and 
sulfuric acid, ranged from 19 to 25 mV. A value for nickel-based Alloy 600 in lithiated water at 
288°C was given as approximately 24 mV. While no values have yet been developed for the Fe-
based amorphous metals that are the subject of this investigation, it was believed that a 
conservative representative value of approximately 25 mV was appropriate for the conversion of 
polarization resistance to corrosion current. Given the value for Alloy 600, a value of 25 mV was 
also believed to be acceptable for converting the polarization resistance for nickel-based Alloy 
C-22 to corrosion current. The corrosion current, Icorr (A) was then defined as: 
 

p
corr R

BI =            (4) 

 
The parameter B was conservatively assumed to be approximately 25 mV. The corrosion current 
density, icorr (A cm-2), was defined as the corrosion current, normalized by electrode area, and 
was: 

A
I

i corr
corr =            (5) 

A was the surface area of the sample in square centimeters (cm2). The corrosion (or penetration) 
rates of the amorphous alloy and reference materials were calculated from the corrosion current 
densities with the following formula, which was similar to that given by Jones: 37 
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where p was the penetration depth, t was time, icorr was the corrosion current density, ρalloy was 
the density of the alloy (g cm-3), nalloy was the number of gram equivalents per gram of alloy, and 
F was Faraday’s constant.  The value of nalloy was calculated with the following formula:  

∑ 
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where fj was the mass fraction of the jth alloying element in the material, nj was the number of 
electrons involved in the anodic dissolution process, which was assumed to be congruent, and aj 
was the atomic weight of the jth alloying element.  Congruent dissolution was assumed, which 
meant that the dissolution rate of a given alloy element was proportional to its concentration in 
the bulk alloy. These equations were used to calculate factors for the conversion of corrosion 
current density to the penetration rate (corrosion rate). 

K. Junction Potential Correction 
It is important to understand the magnitude of the error in the potential measurements due to 

the junction potential.  Consistent with the methods given by Bard and Faulkner, a correction 
was performed based upon the Henderson Equation.37 Calculated junction potentials for several 
test solutions were estimated with ionic properties taken from Bard and Faulkner. These 
corrections were not very large, with the largest being less than approximately 10 mV. It was 
therefore concluded that no significant error would result from neglecting the junction potential 
correction. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

A. Elemental Composition 
A systematic study of various elemental compositions, each based on the Fe-based SAM40 

composition, with additions of specific elements believed to be beneficial to glass formation or 
corrosion resistance. Elemental additions investigated included nickel (Ni), molybdenum (Mo), 
yttrium (Y), titanium (Ti), zirconium (Zr) and chromium (Cr). The SAM2X-series of amorphous 
alloys was prepared by adding one, three, five and seven atomic percent (1, 3, 5 and 7 atomic %) 
Mo to the parent alloy, Fe52.3Mn2Cr19Mo2.5W1.7B16C4Si2.5 (SAM40), and were designated SAM2X1, 
SAM2X3, SAM2X5 and SAM2X7, respectively. The Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4 
(SAM2X5) provided adequate corrosion resistance, and was a formulation that could be 
processed with relative ease. The SAM2X7 composition had a higher calculated pitting-
resistance equivalence number (PREN) than the alloys with less molybdenum, and slightly better 
corrosion resistance than SAM2X5, but was somewhat more difficult to make. 

The target compositions of these amorphous alloys, Type 316L stainless steel (UNS # S31603), 
and nickel-based Alloy C-22 (UNS # N06022) are given in Table V. Energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) was used to confirm the concentrations of heavy elements such as Cr, Mo, 
and W, with representative data for a series of melt-spun ribbons shown in Table VI. The 
concentrations of relatively light elements such as B and C could not be determined with EDS, 
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and were therefore estimated with a simple difference calculation, so that the sum of 
concentrations for all elements totaled one hundred percent. 

B. Amorphous Structure 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was done with SAM2X5 gas-atomized powder identified as Lot # 05-

079. Measurements of X-ray intensity as a function of diffraction angle (2θ) are shown in Figure 
2 and shows devitrification, and the formation of deleterious crystalline phases, including bcc 
ferrite and Cr2B. 

As shown in Figure 3, XRD data was also obtained with a SAM2X5 thermal spray coating 
produced with Lot # 05-079 powder and deposited on Type 316L stainless steel substrate. The 
broad halo observed at 2θ ~ 44° is due to the presence of the the amorphous matrix, while the 
pronounced sharp peaks are attributed to the presence of crystalline phases. These phases are 
believed to include Cr2B, WC, M23C6 and bcc ferrite, and are known to have a detrimental effect 
on corrosion resistance. These deleterious precipitates deplete the amorphous matrix of those 
alloying elements, such as Cr, Mo and W responsible for enhanced passivity. The distinctive 
satellite peak at 2θ ~ 36° may be due to the formation of tungsten carbide during the thermal 
spray process. Note that this satellite is absent in the XRD data for the feed powder. The 
structure seen near 2θ ~ 60° may be due to bcc ferrite, and has been correlated with increased 
susceptibility of such amorphous metal coatings to corrosion. Other structure is due to M23C6 and 
Cr2B. Coatings with less residual crystalline phase have been successfully produced, and will be 
discussed subsequently. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was done with SAM2X5 gas-atomized powder identified as Lot # 06-
015. Measurements of X-ray intensity as a function of diffraction angle (2θ) are shown in Figure 
4. The broad halos observed at 2θ ~ 44° and 78° indicated that the powder was essentially 
amorphous, with very little residual crystalline structure. This amorphous powder was used to 
prepare the thermal-spray coatings tested during this study. 

As shown in Figure 5, XRD data was also obtained with a SAM2X5 thermal spray coating 
produced with Lot # 06-015 powder and deposited on an Alloy C-22 substrate, identified as 
Sample # CC-22 4019. The broad halo observed at 2θ ~ 44° indicated that the coating was 
predominately amorphous, and the small sharp peaks are attributed to the presence of minor 
crystalline phases. These phases are believed to include Cr2B, WC, M23C6 and bcc ferrite, which 
are known to have a detrimental effect on corrosion performance. These potentially deleterious 
precipitates deplete the amorphous matrix of those alloying elements, such as chromium, 
responsible for enhanced passivity. Coatings with less residual crystalline phase have been 
observed. The distinctive satellite peak at 2θ ~ 36° may be due to the formation of tungsten 
carbide during the thermal spray process. Note that this satellite is absent in the XRD data for the 
feed powder. The structure seen near 2θ ~ 60° may be due to bcc ferrite, and has been correlated 
with increased susceptibility of such amorphous metal coatings to corrosion. Other structure is 
due to M23C6 and Cr2B. 

As shown in Figure 6, XRD data was also obtained with a SAM2X5 thermal spray coating 
produced with Lot # 06-015 powder and deposited on a Type 316L stainless steel substrate, 
identified as Sample # E316L511. The broad halo observed at 2θ ~ 44° indicated that the coating 
was predominately amorphous, and the small sharp peaks are attributed to the presence of minor 
crystalline phases. These phases are believed to include Cr2B, WC, M23C6 and bcc ferrite, which 
are known to have a detrimental effect on corrosion performance. These potentially deleterious 
precipitates deplete the amorphous matrix of those alloying elements, such as chromium, 
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responsible for enhanced passivity. Coatings with less residual crystalline phase have been 
observed. The distinctive satellite peak at 2θ ~ 36° may be due to the formation of tungsten 
carbide during the thermal spray process. Note that this satellite is absent in the XRD data for the 
feed powder. The structure seen near 2θ ~ 60° may be due to bcc ferrite, and has been correlated 
with increased susceptibility of such amorphous metal coatings to corrosion. Other structure is 
due to M23C6 and Cr2B. 

C. Thermal Properties 
The thermal properties of these Fe-based amorphous metals have been determined. 

Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4 (SAM2X5) has a glass transition temperature of ~579°C, 
a crystallization temperature of ~628°C, a melting point of ~1133°C, and a reduced glass 
transition temperature of ~0.57 (with a value of 0.6 being ideal). SAM2X7, an alloy in the same 
family as SAM2X5, but with more molybdenum, had a glass transition temperature of ~573°C, a 
crystallization temperature of ~630°C, a melting point of ~1137°C, and a reduced glass transition 
temperature of 0.57. In contrast, yttrium-containing Fe48Mo14Cr15Y2C15B6 (SAM1651) had a 
glass transition temperature of ~584°C, a crystallization temperature of ~653°C, a melting point 
of ~1121°C, and a reduced glass transition temperature of ~0.55. The critical cooling rates for 
SAM2X7 and SAM1651, have been determined to be ~ 610 and ≤ 80 K per second, respectively. 
Clearly, the yttrium additions in SAM1651 enhance glass-forming ability of these materials. 

Thermal analysis data (DTA or DSC) for Fe-based glass forming alloys suitable for thermal 
spray deposition are summarized in Table VII. The two formulations of greatest interest at the 
present time are SAM2X5 (Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4), which has a relatively high 
CCR, and yttrium-containing SAM1651 (Fe48.0Cr15.0Mo14.0B6.0C15.0Y2.0), which has a relatively 
low CCR. These selections are based upon their good corrosion resistance and relative ease or 
processing. 

D. Mechanical Properties 
As previously discussed, hardness determines wear resistance, as well as resistance to erosion-

corrosion. Vickers micro-hardness (HV) was the standard approach used to assess the hardness 
of these thermal spray coatings. A 300-gram load was used since it was believed that this load 
and the affected area were large enough to sample across any existing macro-porosity, thereby 
producing a spatially averaged measurement. Micro-hardness measurements were also made 
with a 100-gram load since it was believed that this load and the affected area were small enough 
to accurately sample bulk material properties. Measurements of the micro-hardness of Fe-based 
amorphous metal thermal spray coatings are given in Table VIII, and show the exceptional 
hardness of these materials. 

E. Salt-Fog Performance 
Early salt fog testing confirmed the corrosion resistance of the corrosion resistance of thermal 

spray coatings of SAM2X5 relative to other alloys with less molybdenum. As previously 
discussed, these coatings were deposited with the high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process, using 
amorphous metal powders. HVOF coatings of Type 316L stainless steel and the parent alloy, 
SAM40, showed significant rusting after only 13 cycles in the GM salt fog test. In contrast, 
HVOF coatings on nickel-based Alloy C-22 and amorphous SAM2X5 showed no obvious 
corrosion or rusting after more than 60 cycles. Figure 21 shows several samples coated with 
SAM2X5, prepared with Lot # 06-015 powder and thermally sprayed with the JK2000 gun using 
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hydrogen fuel, and 1018 carbon steel samples, after eight full cycles in the GM salt fog test. No 
rust was observed with this thermally sprayed amorphous metal coating, while substantial attack 
of the 1018 carbon steel was observed.  Such amorphous metal coatings may therefore provide a 
good means for protecting less corrosion resistant surfaces. 

As shown in Figure 7, reference samples of 1018 carbon steel after eight (8) full cycles in the 
GM salt fog test. These samples were tested at the same time as a half-scale spent nuclear fuel 
container that was coated with SAM2X5. Severe corrosion of the carbon steel was observed, 
while the SAM2X5 coating did not experience corrosion. 

As shown in Figure 8, a half-scale model of a container for the storage of spent nuclear fuel 
was fabricated from Type 316L stainless steel, Schedule 10s pipe. A hydrogen-fueled HVOF 
process was used to coat the outer diameter of this container with SAM2X5, using powder Lot # 
06-015. This coated container was then subjected to eight (8) full cycles in the GM salt fog test. 
As shown in this photograph, no significant corrosion of the coating was evident during this salt 
fog testing. 

As shown in Figure 9, three sections of the SAM2X5-coated half-scale SNF container are 
shown after eight (8) full cycles in the GM salt fog test. As previously discussed, no significant 
corrosion was observed during this test. In the left frame, a single spot showed rust, which is an 
area where the coating appears to have been accidentally removed by gouging during handling. 
Slight discoloration was observed in a band of coating near the center of the container (center 
frame), and on a spot on the bottom edge of the container (right frame). 

As shown in Figure 10, photographs of 1018 carbon steel reference specimens (Sample # A35), 
before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt fog test. 

As shown in Figure 11, photographs of 1018 carbon steel reference specimens (Samples # 
A14), before (left) and after (right) 8 full cycles in GM salt fog test. 

As shown in Figure 12, photographs showing of HVOF coating of 316 stainless steel on Type 
316L stainless steel substrate (Sample # 316-170), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated 
cycles in GM salt fog test. 

As shown in Figure 13, photographs of HVOF coating of Alloy C-22 on Type 316L stainless 
steel substrate, (Sample # 316-238), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt 
fog test. 

As shown in Figure 14, photographs of early HVOF SAM40 coating on Type 316L stainless 
steel substrate (Sample # 316-041), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt 
fog test. 

As shown in Figure 15, photographs of early HVOF coating of SAM40X3 on Type 316L 
stainless steel substrate (Sample # 316-095), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in 
GM salt fog test. 

As shown in Figure 16, photograph of HVOF coating of SAM2X5 on Type 316L stainless 
steel substrate (Sample # 316L-W9), before (left) and after (right) 8 full cycles in GM salt-fog 
test. The arrows were added to the image to pinpoint small suspected rust spots. 

As shown in Figure 17, photograph of HVOF coating of SAM2X5 on nickel-based Alloy C-22 
substrate (Sample # C22-W21), before (left) and after (right) 8 full cycles in GM salt-fog test.  
There were no suspected rust spots observed on this specimen.  

F. Electrochemical Behavior – Cyclic Polarization Measurements 
As shown in Figure 18, this figure shows CP data for a melt-spun ribbon (MSR) and for a high-

velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) coating of SAM2X5 in 3.5-molal solution of NaCl at 90°C. The 
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SAM2X5 coating was prepared by depositing Lot # 06-015 powder on a Type 316L stainless 
steel substrate, using a hydrogen-fueled thermal spray process. CP data are also shown for two 
austenitic neutron-absorbing steel, the first being a Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd alloy and the second being a 
borated stainless steel. All potentials were measured relative to the standard Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode. 

By a very large margin, the greatest passive film stability was observed with the SAM2X5 
melt-spun ribbon. A very low passive current density (≤ 1 µA cm-2) was maintained during the 
anodic potential scan, from the OCP of approximately −0.2 V, to the passive film breakdown 
potential of ~ 0.9 V. After scan reversal at a relatively high potential of ~ 1.1 V, a relatively 
small hyseresis loop was observed, with a repassivation potential found between 0.8 and 0.7 V. 

In the case of the borated stainless steel, passivity was maintained during the anodic potential 
scan, from the OCP of approximately −0.6 V to a level of approximately −0.3 V, where passive 
film breakdown occurred. Following potential reversal at approximately −0.2 V, a large 
hysteresis loop was observed, with no subsequent repassivation observed, which indicates that 
this alloy could experience spontaneous passive film breakdown in this type of environment. 

In the case of the Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd alloy, a broad oxidation peak was observed during the anodic 
potential scan, from the OCP which was between −0.5 and −0.6 V, and the reversal potential, 
which was approximately 0.2 V. This oxidation peak may have resulted in the formation of a 
relatively conductive surface oxide. Following voltage reversal, a small hysteresis loop was 
observed, with intersection of the forward and reverse scans at 0 V, which may be the 
repassivation potential. 

In the case of the SAM2X5 coating, which was also prepared with Lot # 06-015 powder and a 
hydrogen-fueled HVOF process, the current density increased steadily during the anodic 
potential scan from approximately 10 µA cm-2 at the OCP of approximately −0.4 V to almost 
5,000 µA cm-2 at the reversal potential, which was between 0.9 and 1.0 V. This steady rise in 
current density indicates that this coating has relatively poor passive film stability in 
concentrated chloride solutions near their boiling point. The forward and reverse scans 
intersected at approximately −0.3 V, which may define the repassivation potential. 

Figure 19 shows CP data for high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) coatings of SAM2X5 in 3.5-molal 
NaCl solution at 30 and 90°C, and for HVOF coating of SAM2X5 in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 
90°C after the addition of 0.525-molal KNO3. The inhibitory effects of nitrate, which would be 
expected in actual electrolytes, is significant. 

Figure 20 shows CP data for a high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) coating of SAM2X5 in four 
concentrated bicarbonate-type brines at 30°C. The four brines are known as simulated dilute 
water (SDW), simulated concentrated water (SCW), simulated acidified water (SAW), and basic 
saturated water (BSW). All are based upon the composition of well J-13 water at Yucca 
Mountain. The SAM2X5 coating was prepared by depositing Lot # 06-015 powder on a Type 
316L stainless steel substrate, using a hydrogen-fueled thermal spray process. All potentials were 
measured relative to the standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

In the case of SDW, the potential was scanned from the OCP of approximately −0.3 V to a 
reversal potential of 1.2 V. The passive current density increased from ~ 0.5 µA cm-2 near the 
OCP to ~ 5 µA cm-2 at ~ 0.9 V. As the potential continued to increase from 0.9 V to the reversal 
potential, the current density increased to a plateau, with the appearance of small-amplitude 
electrochemical noise, which may be attributed to the onset of passive film breakdown at this 
high applied potential. After scan reversal, very little hysteresis was observed, which indicates 
that the passive film was left virtually intact, even after applying a potential as high as 1.2 V. The 
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passive current density was about one order-of-magnitude lower during the reverse scan, which 
may be due to the depletion of available charge carriers within the intact passive film during 
anodic polarization. Such depletion would lower conductivity and current density. 

Observations in the more concentrated bicarbonate-type brine, known as SCW, were 
qualitatively similar to those in the SDW electrolyte. However, in the more concentrated 
electrolyte, the current densities were substantially higher, ranging from 50 µA cm-2 near the 
OCP to 500 µA cm-2 at ~ 1.0 V, prior to scan reversal. During the anodic potential scan, the 
anodic oxidation peak at ~ 0.4 volts is observed which is believed to be associated with the 
oxidation of molybdenum species within the oxide film, or at the surface. There appears to be a 
corresponding reduction process (possible cathodic peak) during the reverse scan, which implies 
that the oxidation process is reversible. 

Observations in the concentrated and acidified bicarbonate-type brine, known as SAW, were 
qualitatively similar to those in the SDW electrolyte. However, in this concentrated and acidified 
electrolyte at ~ 1.0 V, prior to scan reversal, the current density was 5 mA cm-2, which is higher 
than that observed in SDW and SCW at similar potentials. During the anodic potential scan, the 
anodic oxidation peak at ~ 0.4 volts is observed which is believed to be associated with the 
oxidation of molybdenum species within the oxide film, or at the surface. A corresponding 
reduction process (cathodic peak) is clearly visible during the reverse scan, which implies that 
the oxidation process is reversible. 

In basic concentrated water, known as BSW, the current density increased from 5 µA cm-2 near 
the OCP to 50 µA cm-2 at 0.9 V. As the scan continued to the reversal potential, the current 
density increased substantially, which indicated passive film breakdown, with a large hysteresis 
loop appearing during the reverse scan. The forward and reverse scans intersect at approximately 
−0.1 V, approximately 0.1 V above the observed OCP, which could be interpreted as the 
repassivation potential.  

Figure 21 shows CP data for a high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) coating of SAM2X5 in four 
concentrated bicarbonate-type brines at 90°C. The four brines are known as simulated dilute 
water (SDW), simulated concentrated water (SCW), simulated acidified water (SAW), and basic 
saturated water (BSW). All are based upon the composition of well J-13 water at Yucca 
Mountain. The SAM2X5 coating was prepared by depositing Lot # 06-015 powder on a Type 
316L stainless steel substrate, using a hydrogen-fueled thermal spray process. All potentials were 
measured relative to the standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

In the case of SDW, the potential was scanned from the OCP of approximately −0.6 V to a 
reversal potential of 1.2 V, both relative to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The passive current 
density increased from ~ 5 µA cm-2 near the OCP to ~ 50 µA cm-2 at ~ 0.9 V. As the potential 
continued to increase from 0.9 V to the reversal potential, the current density increased to a 
plateau, with the appearance of small-amplitude electrochemical noise, which may be attributed 
to the onset of passive film breakdown at this high applied potential. After scan reversal, a small 
hysteresis loop was observed, which indicated that the passive film was degraded relatively little, 
even after applying a potential as high as 1.2 V. The forward and reverse scans intersected at a 
potential of approximately 0.6 V, which formally defines the repassivation potential in this 
environment. As the scan continued below the repassivation potential, the observed passive 
current density was lower than it was during the forward scan, which may be due to the depletion 
of available charge carriers within the intact passive film during anodic polarization. Such 
depletion would lower conductivity and current density.  
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In the case of the concentrated and acidified bicarbonate-type brine, known as SAW, the 
current density observed during the forward potential scan was relatively high, indicating 
substantial electrochemical activity in this acidic electrolyte. A broad peak in current density 
extends from the OCP to a potential of approximately 0.6 V. As the scan continues, the current 
density first decreased to ~ 100 µA cm-2, and then increased to 10,000 µA cm-2 at the reversal 
potential of 1.1 V. After scan revsersal, the forward and reverse scans intersected at a potential 
between 0.7 and 0.8 V, and continued to drop to a passive current density of ~ 10 µA cm-2 at ~ 
0.5 V. As the scan continued below the point of repassivation, passivity appears to have once 
again been lost between 0.4 and −0.1 V, which is in the range of electrochemical activity 
observed during the forward scan. As the OCP was approached, the current density once again 
dropped to a level indicative of passivity. 

In basic concentrated water, known as BSW, the passive current density increased from ~ 10 
µA cm-2 near the OCP to ~ 50 µA cm-2 at a potential between 0.7 to 0.8 V. As the scan continued 
to the reversal potential of ~ 0.95 V, the current density increased substantially, forming a 
plateau with overlying electrochemical noise, which indicated the onset of passive film 
breakdown. A large hysteresis loop was observed during the reverse scan, which indicated that 
polarization near the reversal potential induced a loss of passivity. The forward and reverse scans 
intersect at approximately 0 V, approximately 0.3 V above the observed OCP, which is 
interpreted as the formal repassivation potential. All potentials were measured relative to the 
standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

As shown in Figure 22, cyclic polarization (CP) of two SAM2X5 coatings on Type 316L 
stainless steel substrates compared in natural seawater at 30°C, identified as E316L510 and 
E316L512, with reference data for two samples of wrought Ni-based Alloy C-22, identified as 
4002 and 4006. These SAM2X5 coatings were prepared with powder Lot #06-015 using a 
hydrogen-fueled HVOF process. All potentials were measured relative to the standard 
silver/silver-chloride (Ag/AgCl) reference electrode. 

The passive current density for the thermal spray coating of SAM2X5 was higher than that 
observed with Alloy C-22, which indicates that these particular samples of the Fe-based 
amorphous metal had less passive film stability than the wrought Ni-based alloy. In the case of 
the thermal spray coatings of SAM2X5, electrochemical noise was observed during the anodic 
branch of the polarization curve, between 0.8 V and the reversal potential, which is indicative of 
the onset of passive film breakdown and possible localized corrosion. After scan reversal, a 
complete loss of passivity is evident from the large hysteresis loops. The repassivation potential 
(Erp), defined as the intersection of the forward and reverse scans, occurred between −0.2 and 
−0.4 V. The difference between the OCP and Erp appears to approximately 0.1 V. 

As shown in Figure 23, CP of two SAM2X5 coatings on Type 316L stainless steel substrates 
compared in natural seawater at 90°C, identified as E316L517 and E316L518, with reference 
data a sample of wrought Ni-based Alloy C-22, identified as JE1594. These SAM2X5 coatings 
were prepared with powder Lot #06-015 using a hydrogen-fueled HVOF process. All potentials 
were measured relative to the standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

In the case of the thermal spray coatings of SAM2X5, broad peaks in current density were 
observed during the anodic potential scan, between the OCP values and approximately 0.4 V. 
These broad peaks are due to anodic oxidation of the surface over this potential range, though it 
is unresolved whether the oxidation resulted in the formation of an oxide layer on the surface, 
dissolution of the metal, or both. Some degree of passivation appears to have been established at 
approximately 0.4 V. Electrochemical noise was also observed during the anodic potential scan, 
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between 0.8 V and the reversal potential, and is indicative of the onset of passive film breakdown 
and possible localized corrosion. After scan reversal, a complete loss of passivity is evident from 
the large hysteresis loops. The repassivation potential (Erp), defined as the intersection of the 
forward and reverse scans, occurred between 0.4 and 0.6 V. The difference between the OCP and 
Erp appears to approximately 0.6 V. 

G. Electrochemical Behavior – Corrosion Potential & Linear Polarization Measurements 
Linear polarization was used to determine the approximate corrosion rates of the thermal spray 

coatings of amorphous metals of interest (HVOF SAM2X5 and other coatings) and the reference 
material (wrought nickel-based Alloy C-22) in three relevant environments, natural seawater at 
two temperature levels, and in hot concentrated calcium chloride (5M CaCl2 at 105°C). Linear 
polarization data for reference alloys and the Fe-based amorphous metals were converted to 
corrosion rates with the conversion factors given in Table IX. The penetration rates in this table 
are for an assumed current density of one microamp per square centimeter (1 µA cm-2). If the 
corrosion rate is 2 µA cm-2 instead of the assumed 1 µA cm-2, the penetration rate is simply 
doubled. The value of Faraday’s constant (F) is 96,484.6 C equiv-1. 

Figure 24 shows values of the corrosion rate determined with linear polarization during long-
term open circuit corrosion testing of SAM2X5 coating samples prepared with lots of powder 
produced in 2004, 2005 and 2006. As discussed in regard to the previous figure, the lots of 
powder produced in 2004 and 2006 are known to be amorphous, whereas the powder produced 
in 2005 contained substantial crystalline structure due to problems encountered with the gas 
atomization process during that period of time. By using the completely amorphous SAM2X5 
powder produced in 2006, and known as Lot # 06-015, samples were produced that exhibited 
relatively low linear-polarization corrosion rate (LPCR) values in seawater at 90°C (~ 5 µm/yr), 
in comparison to those samples produced in 2005 with the SAM2X5 powder known as Lot # 05-
079 (~ 5 µm/yr). Similarly, SAM2X5 coating samples produced with Lot # 06-015 powder 
exhibited relatively low LPCR values in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C (~ 100 µm/yr), in 
comparison to those samples with Lot # 05-079 powder (~ 20 µm/yr). Measurements of linear-
polarization corrosion rate in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C were very similar for SAM2X5 
coating samples produced with Lots # 06-015 and # 05-079 (~ 2 to 4 µm/yr). In general, the 
samples produced with the fully amorphous powder (Lot # 06-015) had lower LPCR values, and 
therefore greater corrosion resistance, in aggressive high-temperature brines than those produced 
with the powder that was substantially devitrified (Lot # 05-079). 

Figure 25 shows values of the OCP determined during long-term open circuit corrosion testing 
of SAM2X5 coating samples prepared with lots of powder produced in 2004, 2005 and 2006. 
The lots of powder produced in 2004 and 2006 are known to be amorphous, whereas the powder 
produced in 2005 contained substantial crystallinity due to problems encountered with the gas 
atomization process during that period of time. By using the completely amorphous SAM2X5 
powder produced in 2006, and known as Lot # 06-015, samples were produced that exhibited 
relatively low OCP values in seawater at 90°C (−275 to −300 mV), in comparison to those 
samples produced in 2005 with the SAM2X5 powder known as Lot # 05-079 (−250 mV). 
Similarly, SAM2X5 coating samples produced with Lot # 06-015 powder exhibited relatively 
low OCP values in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C (−290 mV), in comparison to those samples 
with Lot # 05-079 powder (−260 mV). The trend reversed with OCP measurements made in in 
3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; OCP values for SAM2X5 samples produced with Lot # 06-015 
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were higher than OCP values for samples produced with Lot # 05-079. In general, the samples 
produced with the fully amorphous powder (Lot # 06-015) were more noble than those produced 
with the powder that was substantially devitrified (Lot # 05-079). 

Figure 26 shows values of the LPCR values for SAM2X5 coating samples during immersion in 
seven different brines over period of approximately 135 days (the last linear polarization 
measurement made after 133 days). These samples were produced by depositing Lot #06-015 
powder on Ni-based Alloy C-22 substrates with a hydrogen-fueled high-velocity oxy-fuel 
(HVOF) process. In the case of the LPCR and OCP measurements, the Alloy C-22 substrates 
were cylindrical rods, each having one hemispherical tip, with SAM2X5 deposited on the outer 
diameters of the rods, as well as over the entire surface of the hemispherical tip. The nominal 
length and diameter of each rod were 8 and 5/8 inches, respectively. The coating thickness was 
approximately 17 ± 2 mils. Test environments were: (1) natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 3.5-molal 
NaCl solution at 30°C; (3) 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal 
KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) simulated dilute water, referred to as SDW, at 90°C; (6) simulated 
concentrated water, referred to as SCW, at 90°C; and (7) simulated acidic water, referred to as 
SAW, at 90°C. After more than four months exposure, the LPCR values for these coatings in the 
seven test solutions were: (1) 12.3 µm/yr; (2) 2.91 µm/yr; (3) 176 µm/yr; (4) 2.83 µm/yr; (5) 
2.61 µm/yr; (6) 12.4 µm/yr; and (7) 81.1 µm/yr, respectively. Clearly, the greatest 
electrochemical activities, which were quantified in terms of the measured LPCR values, were 
observed in 3.5-molal NaCl solution and SAW, both at 90°C, with the SAW having an acidic 
pH. The next highest LPCR values were observed in natural seawater and SCW, both at 90°C 
with near-neutral pH. Not surprisingly, the lowest LPCR values were observed in 3.5-molal 
NaCl solution and SDW, both at 30°C with near-neutral pH, as well as in 3.5-molal NaCl and 
0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C. The nitrate inhibitor reduced the LPCR value observed in 
3.5-molal NaCl solution from 176 to 2.83 µm/yr, nearly two orders-of-magnitude. The bar chart 
shown in the following figure summarizes these trends in corrosion rate graphically. 

As shown in Figure 27, after 133 days immersion, LPCR values for SAM2X5 coatings were 
determined to be (1) 12.3 µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 2.91 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl 
solution at 30°C; (3) 176 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 2.83 µm/yr in 3.5-molal 
NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) 2.61 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 12.4 µm/yr 
in SCW at 90°C; and (7) 81.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C. 

Figure 28 shows values of the OCP for SAM2X5 coating samples during immersion in seven 
different brines over period of approximately 135 days. These samples were produced by 
depositing Lot #06-015 powder on Ni-based Alloy C-22 substrates with a hydrogen-fueled high-
velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process. In the case of the OCP and LPCR measurements, the Alloy 
C-22 substrates were cylindrical rods, each having one hemispherical tip, with SAM2X5 
deposited on the outer diameters of the rods, as well as over the entire surface of the 
hemispherical tip. The nominal length and diameter of each rod were 8 and 5/8 inches, 
respectively. The coating thickness was approximately 17 ± 2 mils. Test environments were: (1) 
natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; (3) 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 
90°C; (4) 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) simulated dilute water, 
referred to as SDW, at 90°C; (6) simulated concentrated water, referred to as SAW, at 90°C; and 
(7) simulated acidic water, referred to as SAW, at 90°C. 

As shown in Figure 29, after 133 days immersion, OCP values for SAM2X5 coatings were 
determined to be (1) −322 mV in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) −138 mV in 3.5-molal NaCl 
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solution at 30°C; (3) −296 mV in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) −219 mV in 3.5-molal 
NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) −295 mV in SDW at 90°C; (6) −265 mV in 
SCW at 90°C; and (7) −188 mV in SAW at 90°C. All values were measured relative to a 
standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

Linear polarization was used to determine that the apparent corrosion rate of this SAM2X5 
coating was approximately 12.3 µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C after 133 days immersion 
with the sample shown in Figure 30. While there was relatively little corrosive attack of much of 
the coated surface, discrete nodules of corrosion product formed at several sites on the exposed 
coated cylinder. The insulating sheath covering the coated cylinder formed a crevice, with dark 
brown corrosion products formed at its mouth (left-hand side of the cylinder). The epoxy used to 
mask the hemispherical tip of the rod, and to seal the insulating sheath turned black in color 
during the test (right-hand end of cylinder). 

Linear polarization was used to determine that the apparent corrosion rate of this SAM2X5 
coating was approximately 2.91 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C after 133 days 
immersion with the sample shown in Figure 31. While there was relatively little corrosive attack 
of much of the coated surface, discrete nodules of corrosion product formed at several sites on 
the exposed coated cylinder. Here too the insulating sheath covering the coated cylinder formed 
a crevice, with dark brown corrosion products formed at its mouth (left-hand side of the 
cylinder). The epoxy used to mask the hemispherical tip of the rod, and to seal the insulating 
sheath turned black in color during the test (right-hand end of cylinder). 

Linear polarization was used to determine that the apparent corrosion rate of this SAM2X5 
coating was approximately 176 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C after 133 days 
immersion with the sample shown in Figure 32. In this case, there was substantial localized 
corrosion on the surface of the coated cylinder, with the prolific formation of corrosion product 
nodules over much of the surface. There may have been some corrosion within the crevice 
formed by the insulating sheath covering the cylinder, and shown on the left side of the 
photograph. 

Linear polarization was used to determine that the apparent corrosion rate of this SAM2X5 
coating was approximately 2.83 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 
90°C after 133 days immersion with the sample shown in Figure 33. While there is discoloration 
on the right end of the rod due to slight corrosion, the benefits of nitrate inhibitor in such near-
boiling concentrated chloride electrolytes are easily seen by comparing this photograph to the 
previous figure.  

Linear polarization was used to determine that the apparent corrosion rate of this SAM2X5 
coating was approximately 2.61 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C after 133 days immersion with the 
sample shown in Figure 34. There is no visible evidence of corrosion in this case, and the sample 
was in pristine condition after this exposure. 

Linear polarization was used to determine that the apparent corrosion rate of this SAM2X5 
coating was approximately 12.4 µm/yr in SCW at 90°C after 133 days immersion with the 
sample shown in Figure 35. There was relatively little corrosion on the barrel of the coated 
cylinder, though there was slight discoloration which may be due to corrosion. The white 
deposited covering the metallic coating has been identified as precipitated salt from the test 
solution. Once again, the insulating sheath covering the coated cylinder formed a crevice, with 
dark brown corrosion products formed at its mouth (left-hand side of the cylinder). The epoxy 
used to mask the hemispherical tip of the rod, and to seal the insulating sheath turned black in 
color during the test (right-hand end of cylinder). 
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Linear polarization was used to determine that the apparent corrosion rate of this SAM2X5 
coating was approximately 81.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C after 133 days immersion with the 
sample shown in Figure 36. Despite the relatively high electrochemical activity, which is 
reflected in the high apparent corrosion rate as determined with linear polarization, there is no 
visible evidence of corrosion in this case, and the sample was in pristine condition after this 
exposure. The epoxy used to mask the hemispherical tip of the rod, and to seal the insulating 
sheath turned black in color during the test (right-hand end of cylinder). 

H. Corrosion Rates – Based on Weight-Loss & Dimensional Measurements 
Weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated standard crevice-corrosion 

samples, before and after long-term immersion testing in seven environments, are summarized in 
Table X. These SAM2X5 coatings were produced with powder lot 06-015, and deposited on the 
nickel-based Alloy C-22 substrates with the high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process, using 
hydrogen as the fuel. 

Weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated standard weight-loss samples, 
before and after long-term immersion testing in seven environments, are summarized Table XI. 
These SAM2X5 coatings were produced with powder lot 06-015, and deposited on the nickel-
based Alloy C-22 substrates with the high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process, using hydrogen as 
the fuel. 

Corrosion rates calculated from the weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated 
crevice-corrosion samples are summarized in Table XII, along with the final values of corrosion 
rate determined with linear polarization. The corrosion rates based on weight loss were 
calculated with two possible values of the SAM2X5 density: Basis 1 used the density values 
calculated from the weights and dimensions of the applied coatings, which may indicate that 
these coatings were not fully dense; Basis 2 used the density for the fully-dense alloy. 

Corrosion rates calculated from the weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated 
weight-loss samples are summarized in Table XIII, along with the final values of corrosion rate 
determined with linear polarization. The corrosion rates based on weight loss were calculated 
with two possible values of the SAM2X5 density: Basis 1 used the density values calculated 
from the weights and dimensions of the applied coatings, which may indicate that these coatings 
were not fully dense; Basis 2 used the density for the fully-dense alloy. 

After 135 days immersion, weight loss and dimensional measurements were used to determine 
the corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings on Alloy C-22 weight-loss samples, as shown in Figure 
37. Depending upon the assumed coating density, these rates were determined to be: (1) 14.3-
15.9 µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 8.4-9.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; 
(3) 26.1-29.7 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 4.6-5.1 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 
0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) 8.3-9.4 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 2.8-3.0 µm/yr in 
SCW at 90°C; and (7) 16.5-18.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C. In the case of 3.5-molal NaCl solution 
at 90°C, the electrochemical measurement over predicted the actual corrosion rate determined 
with weight loss and dimensional measurements by a factor of about six (×6). In the case of 
SAW at 90°C, the electrochemical measurement also over predicted the actual corrosion rate 
determined with weight loss and dimensional measurements, this time by a factor of about five 
(×5). While electrochemical measurements such as linear polarization could be used to determine 
qualitative trends in corrosion rates during these long-term immersion tests, absolute values in 
the most aggressive electrolytes were over predicted by a factor of five-to-six (×5 to ×6). In 
contrast, the corrosion rates determined with linear polarization proved to be non-conservative in 
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the more benign electrolytes, and under predicted the actual corrosion rates by a factor of about 
two-to-three (×2 to ×3). Linear polarization is a beneficial method for determining qualitative 
trends in corrosion rate in real time, but cannot measure corrosion rates accurately enough for 
reliable long-term prediction. 

After 135 days immersion, weight loss and dimensional measurements were used to determine 
the corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings on Alloy C-22 crevice-corrosion samples, as shown in 
Figure 38. Depending upon the assumed coating density, these rates were determined to be: (1) 
14.7-17.3 µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 8.8-9.9 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 
30°C; (3) 28.8-32.5 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 4.2-4.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal 
NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) 8.2-9.5 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 2.7-3.2 
µm/yr in SCW at 90°C; and (7) 19.7-22.5 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C. In the case of 3.5-molal NaCl 
solution at 90°C, the electrochemical measurement over predicted the actual corrosion rate 
determined with weight loss and dimensional measurements by a factor of about six (×6). In the 
case of SAW at 90°C, the electrochemical measurement also over predicted the actual corrosion 
rate determined with weight loss and dimensional measurements, this time by a factor of about 
five (×5). While electrochemical measurements such as linear polarization could be used to 
determine qualitative trends in corrosion rates during these long-term immersion tests, absolute 
values in the most aggressive electrolytes were over predicted by a factor of five-to-six (×5 to 
×6). In contrast, the corrosion rates determined with linear polarization proved to be non-
conservative in the more benign electrolytes, and under predicted the actual corrosion rates by a 
factor of about two-to-three (×2 to ×3). Linear polarization is a beneficial method for 
determining qualitative trends in corrosion rate in real time, but cannot measure corrosion rates 
accurately enough for reliable long-term prediction. 

As shown in Figure 39, corrosion rates of the weight-loss samples (no holes) were determined 
to be 14.3-15.9 µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; corrosion rates of the crevice-corrosion 
samples (with bolt holes) were determined to be 14.7-17.3 µm/yr. These samples, , identified as 
C22-W1, C22-W2, C22-C1 and C22-C2, showed reddish-brown corrosion products on the 
surface of the coating due to corrosion. There is a scalloped crevice corrosion pattern on both the 
SAM2X5-coated front side of the crevice samples, as well as on the Alloy C-22 back side of the 
crevice samples. There was also some corrosion on the edge of the samples, at the coating-
substrate interface. 

As shown in Figure 40, corrosion rates of the weight-loss samples (no holes) were determined 
to be 8.4-9.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; corrosion rates of the crevice-corrosion 
samples (with bolt holes) were determined to be 8.8-9.9 µm/yr. These samples, identified as 
C22-W3, C22-W4, C22-C3 and C22-C4, showed had reddish-brown stain on the surface, with 
some sparse pitting corrosion. 

As shown in Figure 41, corrosion rates of the weight-loss samples (no holes) were determined 
to be 26.1-29.7 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; corrosion rates of the crevice-
corrosion samples (with bolt holes) were determined to be 28.8-32.5 µm/yr. In contrast to the 
samples tested at 30°C, these samples had heavier reddish-brown stain, and heavier pitting 
corrosion. 

As shown in Figure 42, corrosion rates of the weight-loss samples (no holes) were determined 
to be 4.6-5.1 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; corrosion rates 
of the crevice-corrosion samples (with bolt holes) were determined to be 4.2-4.3 µm/yr. These 
samples, identified as C22-W7, C22-W8, C22-C7 and C22-C8. The weight-loss samples showed 
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reddish-brown stain on the surface, while the crevice-corrosion samples showed sparse pitting 
corrosion around the perimeter of the samples. 

As shown in Figure 43, corrosion rates of the weight-loss samples (no holes) were determined 
to be 8.3-9.4 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; corrosion rates of the crevice-corrosion samples (with bolt 
holes) were determined to be 8.2-9.5 µm/yr in SDW. These samples, identified as C22-W9, C22-
W10, C22-C9 and C22-C10. These samples had showed slight discoloration, but no significant 
corrosion. 

As shown in Figure 44, corrosion rates of the weight-loss samples (no holes) were determined 
to be 2.8-3.0 µm/yr in SCW at 90°C; corrosion rates of the crevice-corrosion samples (with bolt 
holes) were determined to be 2.7-3.2 µm/yr. These samples, identified as C22-W11, C22-W12, 
C22-C11 and C22-C12 showed slight discoloration, but no significant corrosion. 

As shown in Figure 45, corrosion rates of the weight-loss samples (no holes) were determined 
to be 16.5-18.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C; corrosion rates of the crevice-corrosion samples (with 
bolt holes) were determined to be 19.7-22.5 µm/yr. These samples, identified as C22-W13, C22-
W14, C22-C13 and C22-C14 showed slight discoloration, but no significant corrosion. An area 
stained with corrosion product was observed neat the bolt hole in crevice sample C22-13. An 
array of cracks is observed in the center of the weight-loss samples, with corrosion products 
inside the crack. Since this type of cracking was only observed with electrolytes having acidic 
pH, it is believed that this cracking may be due to the coating’s absorption of hydrogen near the 
cracks. The galvanic coupling of the anodic oxidation of metal within the crack could drive 
cathodic hydrogen reduction near the cracks. The cracking observed in low-pH weight loss 
samples could therefore be due to hydrogen-induced cracking. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
It has been recognized that the corrosion resistance of both iron- and nickel based crystalline 

alloys can be enhanced through the additions of Cr, Mo and W for many years.39-40 These 
alloying elements are also enhance the corrosion resistance of iron-based amorphous metals. 
While the pitting resistance equivalence number (PREN) was developed for crystalline alloys, it 
was effectively used as a general guidance in determining maximum beneficial elemental 
concentrations of Cr, Mo and W used in the materials studied here.41-46 Initial calculations of the 
PREN for these amorphous alloys were done using formulae from the published literature.45 

As pointed out in the literature, an estimate of the relative pitting resistance of alloys can be 
made using the pitting resistance equivalence number (PREN), which is calculated using the 
elemental composition of the alloy. The calculated PREN values for the nickel-based reference 
alloys and the Fe-based amorphous metals discussed here are presented in Table XIV, to serve as 
the basis of this discussion. For example, one possible equation used for estimating the PREN for 
nickel-based alloys is: 47 
 

( )][%][%][%5.1][% NbWMoCrPREN ++×+=       (8) 
 
Another equation used for estimating the PREN of austenitic and duplex stainless steels is: 48 
 

( ) ][%16][%5.0][%3.3][% NWMoCrPREN ×+×+×+=      (9) 
 

Based on these equations, it was concluded that the resistance of the SAM2X5 and SAM1651 
amorphous metal formulations should be more resistant to localized corrosion than Type 316L 
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stainless steel or Ni-based Alloy C-22. As in the case of crystalline Fe-based and Ni-based 
alloys, it was found experimentally that the addition of Cr, Mo, and W substantially increased the 
corrosion resistance of these amorphous alloys. However, there was additional passive film 
stability, which could not be attributed to composition alone, and may be attributable to the 
glassy structure. Additional work is required to further understand the relative roles of 
composition and crystalline structure in high-performance amorphous metal coatings, such as the 
ones discussed here. 

The effect of powder size on the corrosion performance of Fe-based amorphous metal coatings 
was studied. Coatings produced with relatively large (-53/+30 micron) powders may have 
surface features more like fully dense, melt spun ribbons than did coatings produced with finer 
(+30/+15 micron) powders. In potential-step experiments with the application of 900, 1000, 
1100, 1200, 1300 and 1400 mV vs. OCP, the passive film on coatings produced with fine 
(+30/+15 micron) powders exhibited current density transients, which indicated periodic losses 
of passivity, with intervening periods of repassivation. Such transient were not observed with 
coatings prepared with coarser (-53/+30 micron) powders. The passive film on nickel-based 
Alloy C-22 started to destabilize at 900 mV vs. OCP, whereas passive film stability on melt-spun 
ribbons of SAM2X5 was maintained at an applied potential of 1500 mV vs. OCP, and lost at 
1600 mV vs. OCP. In the case of the thermal spray coatings of SAM2X5 produced with 
relatively coarse powder, the passive film maintained stability at 1400 mV vs. OCP, but lost 
stability at 1500 mV vs. OCP. In the case of the thermal spray coatings of SAM2X5 produced 
with the finer powder, the onset of passive film de-stabilization was observed at 900 mV vs. 
OCP. 

The passive film stability observed with coatings produced with finer particles could be due to 
any number of phenomena, and deserves further investigation in the future. For example, 
residual porosity in the coatings might behave like the occluded regions of a pit or crevice, with 
lowered pH due to the combined effects of differential aeration, anion transport into the pores, 
and hydrolysis reactions involving dissolved metal species within the pores, with the production 
of hydrogen ions. Furthermore, these finer particles may generate a surface topography within 
pores, with a smaller radius of curvature, which could alter the surface free energy due to the 
Kelvin effect. The oxide film covering these occluded surfaces could be more highly defected.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
An iron-based amorphous metal, Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4 (SAM2X5), with very 

good corrosion resistance was developed. This material was produced as a melt-spun ribbon, as 
well as gas atomized powder and a thermal-spray coating. Chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo) 
and tungsten (W) provided corrosion resistance, and boron (B) enabled glass formation. The high 
boron content of this particular amorphous metal made it an effective neutron absorber, and 
suitable for criticality control applications. Earlier studies have shown that ingots and melt-spun 
ribbons of these materials have good passive film stability in these environments. Thermal spray 
coatings of these materials have now been produced, and have undergone a variety of corrosion 
testing, including both atomospheric and long-term immersion testing. The modes and rates of 
corrosion have been determined in the various environments, and are reported here. 

The high boron content of Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4 (SAM2X5) makes it an 
effective neutron absorber, and suitable for criticality control applications. Average measured 
values of the neutron absorption cross section in transmission (Σt) for Type 316L stainless steel, 
Alloy C-22, borated stainless steel, a Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd alloy, and SAM2X5 have been determined to 
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be approximately 1.1, 1.3, 2.3, 3.8 and 7.1, respectively, and are discussed in detail in a separate 
publication.17 The high boron content of this particular amorphous metal makes it an effective 
neutron absorber, and suitable for criticality control applications. This material and its parent 
alloy have been shown to maintain corrosion resistance up to the glass transition temperature, 
and to remain in the amorphous state after receiving relatively high neutron dose. 

In general, melt-spun ribbons of SAM2X5, and other similar iron-based amorphous metals, 
have better passive film stability and corrosion resistance than thermal-spray coatings, in a broad 
range of aggressive environments. However, the coating process for these amorphous alloys has 
no progressed to the point where thermal-spray coatings can be produced with corrosion 
resistance comparable to or better than other neutron absorbing steels, including but not limited 
to borated stainless steel. 

Type 316L stainless-steel cylinders were coated with SAM2X5, and served as half-scale 
models of containers for the storage of spent nuclear fuel. SAM2X5-coated cylinders and plates 
were subjected to eight (8) full cycles in the GM salt fog test. No rust was observed with this 
thermally sprayed amorphous metal coating, while substantial attack of the 1018 carbon steel 
was observed. A single spot showed rust, which is an area where the coating appears to have 
been accidentally removed by gouging during handling. Slight discoloration was observed in a 
band of coating near the center of the container, and on a spot on the bottom edge of the 
container. Such amorphous metal coatings may therefore provide a good means for protecting 
less corrosion resistant surfaces. 

After 133 days immersion, open-circuit potential (OCP) values for SAM2X5 coatings were 
determined to be (1) −322 mV in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) −138 mV in 3.5-molal NaCl 
solution at 30°C; (3) −296 mV in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) −219 mV in 3.5-molal 
NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) −295 mV in SDW at 90°C; (6) −265 mV in 
SCW at 90°C; and (7) −188 mV in SAW at 90°C. All values were measured relative to a 
standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

After 133 days immersion, linear-polarization corrosion rate (LPCR) values for SAM2X5 
coatings were determined to be (1) 12.3 µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 2.91 µm/yr in 3.5-
molal NaCl solution at 30°C; (3) 176 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 2.83 µm/yr 
in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) 2.61 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 
12.4 µm/yr in SCW at 90°C; and (7) 81.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C. In general, trends in LPCR 
values were consistent with trends in corrosion rates based upon weight-loss and dimensional 
change. In seawater at 90C, the LPCR values were accurate predictors of corrosion rates based 
upon weight-loss and dimensional change. However, the highest LPCR values, which were 
measured in 3.5-molal NaCl solution, SCW and SAW at 90°C, were found to be overly 
conservative. The lowest LPCR values, which were measured in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 
30°C, 3.5-molal NaCl solution with nitrate inhibitor at 90°C, and SDW at 90°C, were not 
conservative enough. 

After 135 days immersion, weight loss and dimensional measurements were used to determine 
the corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings on Alloy C-22 weight-loss samples. Depending upon 
the assumed coating density, these rates were determined to be: (1) 14.3-15.9 µm/yr in natural 
seawater at 90°C; (2) 8.4-9.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; (3) 26.1-29.7 µm/yr in 
3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 4.6-5.1 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 
solution at 90°C; (5) 8.3-9.4 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 2.8-3.0 µm/yr in SCW at 90°C; and (7) 
16.5-18.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C. 
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After 135 days immersion, weight loss and dimensional measurements were used to determine 
the corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings on Alloy C-22 crevice-corrosion samples. Depending 
upon the assumed coating density, these rates were determined to be: (1) 14.7-17.3 µm/yr in 
natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 8.8-9.9 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; (3) 28.8-32.5 
µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 4.2-4.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal 
KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) 8.2-9.5 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 2.7-3.2 µm/yr in SCW at 90°C; 
and (7) 19.7-22.5 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C.  

Corrosive attack of the SAM2X5 coating after immersion for 135 days in natural seawater at 
90°C is characterized as moderate. SAM2X5-coated weight-loss and crevice samples showed 
reddish-brown corrosion products on the surface due to corrosion. There was a scalloped crevice 
corrosion pattern on both the SAM2X5-coated front side of the crevice samples, as well as on the 
Alloy C-22 back side of the crevice samples. There was also some corrosion on the edge of the 
samples, at the coating-substrate interface. The SAM2X5-coated cylinder used for LPCR and 
OCP determination showed a few sparse rust spots on the outer diameter, and the formation of 
corrosion products at the interface between the coating and the insulating sheath. 

Corrosive attack of the SAM2X5 coating after immersion for 135 days in 3.5-molal NaCl 
solution without nitrate inhibitor is characterized as moderate at 30°C and heavy at 90°C. After 
immersion in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C for 135 days, SAM2X5-coated weight-loss and 
crevice samples had reddish-brown stain on the surface, with some sparse pitting corrosion. In 
3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C, identical samples developed heavier stain and pitting corrosion, 
as would be expected at higher temperature. The SAM2X5-coated cylinder used for LPCR and 
OCP determination in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C showed a few sparse rust spots on the 
outer diameter, but no corrosion products at the interface between the coating and the insulating 
sheath. An identical cylinder used for LPCR and OCP determination in 3.5-molal NaCl solution 
at 90°C showed a dense rust spots on the outer diameter, but preferential formation of corrosion 
products at the interface between the coating and the insulating sheath. 

Corrosive attack of the SAM2X5 coating after immersion for 135 days in 3.5-molal NaCl and 
0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C is characterized as very light, due to the beneficial inhibitor-
effect of nitrate. Weight-loss and crevice samples had only slight stain, with some sparse pits 
around the perimeter of the sample, and with the inhibitory effects of nitrate in near-boiling 
concentrated chloride solutions clearly evident. In this case, the SAM2X5-coated cylinder used 
for LPCR and OCP determination showed slight discoloration (some very small rust spots) on 
the outer diameter, but no corrosion products at the interface between the coating and the 
insulating sheath. 

Corrosive attack of the SAM2X5 coating after immersion for 135 days in SDW, SCW and 
SAW at 90°C is characterized as non-existent to light, with the possibility of hydrogen 
absorption and cracking at very low pH. SAM2X5-coated weight-loss and crevice samples 
immersed in SDW showed no evidence of corrosion, and only slight discoloration. Identical 
samples immersed in SCW and SAW showed no significant corrosion, and only slight 
discoloration. However, in the low-pH SAW environment, an array of fine cracks was observed 
in the center of all weight-loss samples, with corrosion products inside the crack. Since this type 
of cracking was only observed with acidic solutions, it is believed that the cracking may be due 
to the coating’s absorption of hydrogen near the cracks. The galvanic coupling of the anodic 
oxidation of metal within the crack could drive cathodic hydrogen reduction near the cracks. The 
cracking observed in low-pH weight loss samples could therefore be due to hydrogen-induced 
cracking. SAM2X5-coated cylinders used for LPCR and OCP determination in SDW and SAW 
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90°C showed no discoloration or rust spots on the outer diameter (barrel), and no corrosion 
products at the interface between the coating and the insulating sheath. An identical cylinder 
used for LPCR and OCP determination in SCW 90°C showed no discoloration or rust spots on 
the outer diameter (barrel), but the formation of patches of rust at the interface between the 
coating and the insulating sheath, and a white film of salt precipitates from the rapid drying of 
the electrolyte during removal of the sample from the test solution. 
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TABLES 
Table I– Neutron absorption cross-sections for HVOF coating of Alloy C-22. 

Plate ID 
Transmission 
Cross Section 

Σt (cm-1)
Type 316L Stainless Steel 1.07
Nickel-Based Alloy C-22 1.29
Borated Stainless Steel (182193) 1.67
Borated Stainless Steel (182194) 2.21
Borated Stainless Steel (182196) 2.6
Borated Stainless Steel (03180) 2.65
Borated Stainless Steel Average 2.28
Borated Stainless Steel Standard Deviation 0.45
Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd (NiGd) 3.77
Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd (NiGd) 3.79
Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd (NiGd) 3.91
Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd (NiGd) 3.89
Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd (NiGd) Average 3.84
Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd (NiGd) Standard Deviation 0.07
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 05-079 (M18W3) 6.52
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 05-079 (M10S14) 7.65
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015 (316LC1) 5.82
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015 (316LC2) 6.73
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015 (316LW1) 7.18
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015 (316LW2) 7.01
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015 (C22C15) 6.34
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015 (C22C16) 8.3
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015 (C22W15) 8.37
HVOF SAM2X5 with Powder Lot  # 06-015  (C22W16) 7.43
HVOF SAM2X5 Average 7.14
HVOF SAM2X5 Standard Deviation 0.83
Metamic Al + B4C 16.9
Boral Al + B4C 22.7
Al + B4C Average 19.80
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Table II – A description of the standard GM9540P Salt Fog Test is summarized here. Note that 
the salt solution mists (denoted with asterisks) consisted of 1.25% solution containing 0.9% 
sodium chloride, 0.1% calcium chloride, and 0.25% sodium bicarbonate. 

24-Hour Test Cycle for GM9540P Accelerated Corrosion Test 

Shift Elapsed 
Time (hrs) Event 

0 Salt solution mist for 30 seconds, followed by ambient exposure at 13-
28°C (55-82°F) 

1.5 Salt solution mist for 30 seconds, followed by ambient exposure at 13-
28°C (55-82°F) 

3 Salt solution mist for 30 seconds, followed by ambient exposure at 13-
28°C (55-82°F) 

Ambient 
Soak 

4.5 Salt solution mist for 30 seconds, followed by ambient exposure at 13-
28°C (55-82°F) 

Wet 
Soak 8 to 16 High humidity exposure for 8 hours at 49 ± 0.5°C (120 ± 1°F) and 

100% RH, including a 55-minute ramp to wet conditions 
Dry 
Soak 16 to 24 Elevated dry exposure for 8 hours at 60 ± 0.5°C (140 ± 1°F) and less 

than 30% RH, including a 175-minute ramp to dry conditions 
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Table III – Composition of Standard Test Media Based Upon J-13 Well Water 

Ion SDW SCW SAW SSW
  (mg/L-1) (mg/L-1) (mg/L-1) (mg/L-1)
K+1 34 3,400 3,400 141,600
Na+1 409 40,900 40,900 48,700
Mg+2 1 1 1,000 0
Ca+2 1 1 1,000 0
F-1 14 1,400 0 0
Cl-1 67 6,700 6,700 128,400
NO3

-1 64 6,400 6,400 1,310,000
SO4

-2 167 16,700 16,700 0
HCO3

-1 947 70,000 0 0
Si (60°C) 27 27 27 0
Si (90°C) 49 49 49 0
pH 8.1 8.1 2.7 7.0

 

Table IV – Initial BSW Solution Recipe (Wang 1999) 

Chemical Quantity (g) 
Na2CO3 (anhydrous) 10.6 
KCl 9.7 
NaCl 8.8 
NaF 0.2 
NaNO3 13.6 
Na2SO4 (anhydrous) 1.4  
H2O 55.7 
pH 11.3 (measured at room temperature) 
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Table V – The melt-spinning process was used to perform a systematic study of various elemental compositions, each based on the Fe-
based DAR40 composition, with 1, 3, 5, and 7 atomic percent additions of specific elements believed to be beneficial to glass 
formation or corrosion resistance. Elemental additions investigated included nickel (Ni), molybdenum (Mo), yttrium (Y), titanium 
(Ti), zirconium (Zr) and chromium (Cr). The two formulations of greatest interest at the present time, based upon corrosion resistance 
and ease of processing are SAM2X5 (Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4), which has a relatively high CCR, and yttrium-
containing SAM1651  (Fe48.0Cr15.0Mo14.0B6.0C15.0Y2.0), which has a relatively low CCR. 

Target Compositions in Atomic Percent - Used to Prepare Samples 
Alloy   Specification / Formula Fe Cr Mn Mo W B* C* Si Y Ni P* Co Total
Type 316L UNS S31603 68.0 18.0 1.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 100
Alloy C-22 UNS N06022 4.0 25.0 0.1 8.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 60.0 0.0 0.5 100
SAM40 Fe52.3Mn2Cr19Mo2.5W1.7B16C4Si2.5 52.3 19.0 2.0 2.5 1.7 16.0 4.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
SAM2X1 (SAM40)99 + Mo1 51.8 18.8 2.0 3.5 1.7 15.8 4.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

SAM2X3 (SAM40)97 + Mo3 50.7 18.4 1.9 5.4 1.6 15.5 3.9 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

SAM2X5 (SAM40)95 + Mo5 49.7 18.1 1.9 7.4 1.6 15.2 3.8 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

SAM2X7 (SAM40)93 + Mo7 48.6 17.7 1.9 9.3 1.6 14.9 3.7 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
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Table VI – The concentrations of heavy elements used in samples of Type 316L stainless steel, Alloy C-22, SAM40, SAM2X1, 
SAM2X3, SAM2X5, SAM2X7 and SAM1651 used in this study were verified with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 
Data for melt-spun ribbons of SAM2X40, SAM40, SAM2X1, SAM2X3, SAM2X5 and SAM2X7 and a drop-cast ingot of SAM1651 
are presented in this table. 

Actual Compositions in Atomic Percent - Determined by Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy 
Alloy   Sample Fe Cr Mn Mo W B* C* Si Y Ni P* Co Total
Type 316L MSR 67.6 18.7 1.3 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 100
Alloy C-22 MSR 3.9 25.2 0.1 7.8 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0 60.0 0.0 0.5 100
SAM40 MSR 51.9 19.2 2.6 2.5 1.5 16.0 4.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

SAM2X1 MSR 52.0 19.1 2.7 2.9 1.6 15.8 4.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

SAM2X3 MSR 49.3 17.9 2.6 5.3 2.5 15.5 3.8 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

SAM2X5 MSR 48.8 17.6 2.4 7.2 2.5 15.0 3.7 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

SAM2X7 MSR 46.9 16.9 2.3 10.0 2.5 14.9 3.7 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100

* The concentrations of relatively light elements such as B and C could not be determined with EDS, and were therefore estimated 
with a simple difference calculation, so that the sum of concentrations for all elements totaled one hundred percent. 
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Table VII – Thermal analysis data (DTA or DSC) for Fe-based glass forming alloys suitable for 
thermal spray deposition as summarized in this table. The two formulations of greatest interest at 
the present time are SAM2X5 (Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4), which has a relatively 
high CCR, and yttrium-containing SAM1651 (Fe48.0Cr15.0Mo14.0B6.0C15.0Y2.0), which has a 
relatively low CCR. These selections are based upon their good corrosion resistance and relative 
ease or processing. 

Alloy Tg (°C) Tx (°C) Tm (°C) TL (°C) Trg  
SAM40 568-574 623 1110 1338 0.53 
SAM2X1 575 620 1124 1190-1210 0.57 
SAM2X3 578 626 1131 1190-1210 0.57 
SAM2X5 579 628 1133 1190-1210 0.57 
SAM2X7 573 630 1137 1190-1210 0.57 

 

Table VIII – Measurements of the micro-hardness of Fe-based amorphous HVOF coatings. 

 Measured Vickers Micro-Hardness (kg mm-2) 
Loading Conditions As-Sprayed HVOF-Coating Devitrified at 700°C for 10 Minutes 
HV100 (100-gram load) 1050-1200 1300-1500 
HV300 (300-gram load) 1000-1100 1200-1350 

 
 
Table IX – The conversion of the corrosion current density to penetration rate (corrosion rate) 
requires the parameters summarized in this table. These penetration rates are for an assumed 
current density of one microamp per square centimeter (1 µA cm-2). If the corrosion rate is 2 µA 
cm-2 instead of the assumed 1 µA cm-2, the penetration rate is simply doubled. The value of 
Faraday’s constant (F) is 96,484.6 C equiv-1. 
Alloy    ρalloy nalloy = (fjnj/aj)/100 (dp/dt) = (icorr)/(ρalloy × nalloy × F) 

  g cm-3     cm sec-1  µm year-1 
    Low High Low High Low High 

Type 316L 7.85 3.90×10-2 6.53×10-2 2.02×10-11 3.38×10-11 6.38 10.7 
Alloy C-22 8.69 3.80×10-2 6.75×10-2 1.77×10-11 3.14×10-11 5.57 9.89 
SAM2X5 7.65 5.41×10-2 7.93×10-2 1.71×10-11 2.50×10-11 5.39 7.89 
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Table X – Weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated standard crevice-corrosion samples, before and after long-term 
immersion testing in seven environments. These SAM2X5 coatings were produced with powder lot 06-015, and deposited on the 
nickel-based Alloy C-22 substrates with the high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process, using hydrogen as the fuel. 

Environment Sample ID
Weight Thickness Length Width Weight Thickness Length Width Weight Thickness Length Width Weight Thickness Area Density
grams mm mm mm grams mm mm mm grams mm mm mm grams mm cm2 grams/cm3

Seawater 90°C C22-C1 618.41 7.00 101.67 101.67 642.20 7.35 102.14 101.69 641.77 7.38 102.12 101.70 23.79 0.35 103.86 6.59
Seawater 90°C C22-C2 627.54 7.09 101.66 101.66 648.67 7.40 104.70 101.66 648.22 7.40 104.72 101.66 21.13 0.31 106.43 6.35
Seawater 90°C Average 101.67 101.67 645.43 7.37 103.42 101.67 645.00 7.39 103.42 101.68 22.46 0.33 105.14 6.47
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-C3 616.61 6.97 101.67 101.67 637.35 7.27 101.77 101.70 637.09 7.29 101.77 101.68 20.75 0.30 103.50 6.63
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-C4 617.05 6.99 101.67 101.67 637.49 7.27 101.78 101.69 637.23 7.27 101.78 101.68 20.44 0.28 103.49 6.99
3.5 m NaCl 30°C Average 101.67 101.67 637.42 7.27 101.77 101.70 637.16 7.28 101.77 101.68 20.59 0.29 103.50 6.81
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-C5 617.65 6.99 101.67 101.67 640.32 7.31 101.80 101.68 639.44 7.33 101.80 101.68 22.67 0.32 103.51 6.79
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-C6 616.27 6.97 101.67 101.67 642.10 7.34 101.63 101.65 641.30 7.37 101.66 101.65 25.84 0.37 103.31 6.76
3.5 m NaCl 90°C Average 101.67 101.67 641.21 7.33 101.72 101.66 640.37 7.35 101.73 101.67 24.25 0.35 103.41 6.78
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-C7 619.76 7.09 101.67 101.67 650.29 7.43 101.70 101.63 650.15 7.43 101.70 101.67 30.52 0.34 103.35 8.75
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-C8 612.72 6.93 101.67 101.68 635.89 7.26 101.78 101.65 635.77 7.26 101.78 101.66 23.17 0.33 103.45 6.89
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC Average 101.67 101.67 643.09 7.34 101.74 101.64 642.96 7.35 101.74 101.66 26.85 0.33 103.40 7.82
SDW 90°C C22-C9 616.01 6.97 101.66 101.67 639.59 7.30 101.65 101.65 639.35 7.30 101.66 101.66 23.59 0.33 103.32 6.87
SDW 90°C C22-C10 614.39 6.94 101.68 101.67 635.72 7.26 101.67 101.65 635.49 7.26 101.66 101.66 21.33 0.33 103.34 6.35
SDW 90°C Average 101.67 101.67 637.66 7.28 101.66 101.65 637.42 7.28 101.66 101.66 22.46 0.33 103.33 6.61
SCW 90°C C22-C11 616.95 6.98 101.67 101.67 638.58 7.29 101.67 101.74 638.52 7.29 101.67 101.71 21.63 0.32 103.43 6.64
SCW 90°C C22-C12 614.24 6.94 101.67 101.67 634.31 7.25 101.67 101.66 634.21 7.24 101.71 101.66 20.07 0.31 103.35 6.37
SCW 90°C Average 101.67 101.67 636.44 7.27 101.67 101.70 636.36 7.26 101.69 101.68 20.85 0.31 103.39 6.50
SAW 90°C C22-C13 614.94 6.96 101.66 101.68 635.15 7.25 101.69 101.67 634.60 7.24 101.71 101.67 20.22 0.29 103.38 6.74
SAW 90°C C22-C14 615.96 6.96 101.66 101.67 636.42 7.26 101.72 101.66 635.82 7.26 101.69 101.68 20.46 0.30 103.40 6.65
SAW 90°C Average 101.66 101.67 635.79 7.25 101.70 101.66 635.21 7.25 101.70 101.68 20.34 0.29 103.39 6.70

Pre-Test Coating Based on Measurements
Weight & Dimensional Measurements of HVOF SAM2X5 Coatings on Alloy C-22 Crevice Samples

Uncoated Coated Tested
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Table XI – Weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated standard weight-loss samples, before and after long-term 
immersion testing in seven environments. These SAM2X5 coatings were produced with powder lot 06-015, and deposited on the 
nickel-based Alloy C-22 substrates with the high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process, using hydrogen as the fuel. 

Environment Sample ID
Weight Thickness Length Width Weight Thickness Length Width Weight Thickness Length Width Weight Thickness Area Density
grams mm mm mm grams mm mm mm grams mm mm mm grams mm cm2 grams/cm3

Seawater 90°C C22-W1 625.73 7.04 101.67 101.66 654.53 7.44 101.72 101.70 654.10 7.46 101.70 101.74 28.80 0.41 103.44 6.87
Seawater 90°C C22-W2 626.42 7.05 101.67 101.68 651.37 7.40 101.70 101.77 650.96 7.45 101.71 101.77 24.95 0.35 103.50 6.84
Seawater 90°C Average 101.67 101.67 652.95 7.42 101.71 101.73 652.53 7.45 101.70 101.76 26.88 0.38 103.47 6.86
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-W3 624.54 7.03 101.67 101.68 649.64 7.38 101.65 101.64 649.39 7.40 101.67 101.66 25.10 0.36 103.31 6.84
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-W4 622.67 7.01 101.68 101.67 647.62 7.36 101.63 101.66 647.38 7.37 101.67 101.66 24.94 0.35 103.31 6.90
3.5 m NaCl 30°C Average 101.67 101.67 648.63 7.37 101.64 101.65 648.39 7.38 101.67 101.66 25.02 0.35 103.31 6.87
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-W5 621.49 7.00 101.68 101.67 648.93 7.38 101.71 101.71 648.11 7.40 101.69 101.74 27.44 0.39 103.44 6.89
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-W6 628.73 7.07 101.68 101.67 649.13 7.37 101.71 101.69 648.43 7.40 101.72 101.69 20.40 0.30 103.42 6.52
3.5 m NaCl 90°C Average 101.68 101.67 649.03 7.38 101.71 101.70 648.27 7.40 101.71 101.71 23.92 0.34 103.43 6.71
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-W7 620.69 7.00 101.67 101.67 644.50 7.33 101.74 101.75 644.38 7.33 101.72 101.77 23.81 0.32 103.52 7.08
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-W8 625.27 7.04 101.67 101.67 645.65 7.33 101.70 101.72 645.50 7.34 101.72 101.69 20.39 0.29 103.44 6.74
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC Average 101.67 101.67 645.08 7.33 101.72 101.73 644.94 7.33 101.72 101.73 22.10 0.31 103.48 6.91
SDW 90°C C22-W9 625.17 7.03 101.68 101.68 645.55 7.33 101.63 101.65 645.30 7.32 101.68 101.68 20.38 0.29 103.30 6.74
SDW 90°C C22-W10 619.16 6.97 101.66 101.66 641.06 7.28 101.67 101.64 640.82 7.29 101.65 101.66 21.90 0.31 103.33 6.78
SDW 90°C Average 101.67 101.67 643.31 7.30 101.65 101.64 643.06 7.30 101.66 101.67 21.14 0.30 103.32 6.76
SCW 90°C C22-W11 620.77 6.99 101.66 101.66 653.91 7.44 101.62 101.63 653.84 7.43 101.67 101.64 33.14 0.45 103.28 7.09
SCW 90°C C22-W12 623.87 7.01 101.71 101.71 652.63 7.41 101.70 101.75 652.54 7.40 101.72 101.72 28.76 0.40 103.47 6.99
SCW 90°C Average 101.69 101.68 653.27 7.42 101.66 101.69 653.19 7.42 101.70 101.68 30.95 0.43 103.37 7.04
SAW 90°C C22-W13 621.72 7.00 101.66 101.67 649.87 7.39 101.68 101.64 649.40 7.39 101.67 101.66 28.16 0.39 103.34 6.94
SAW 90°C C22-W14 622.52 7.01 101.67 101.67 650.59 7.39 101.64 101.67 650.09 7.39 101.65 101.66 28.07 0.39 103.33 7.06
SAW 90°C Average 101.66 101.67 650.23 7.39 101.66 101.65 649.75 7.39 101.66 101.66 28.11 0.39 103.33 7.00

Uncoated Coated Tested Pre-Test Coating Based on Measurements
Weight & Dimensional Measurements of HVOF SAM2X5 Coatings on Alloy C-22 Weight-Loss Samples
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Table XII – Corrosion rates calculated from the weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated crevice-corrosion samples 
are summarized here, along with the final values of corrosion rate determined with linear polarization. The corrosion rates based on 
weight loss were calculated with two possible values of the SAM2X5 density: Basis 1 used the density values calculated from the 
weights and dimensions of the applied coatings, which may indicate that these coatings were not fully dense; Basis 2 used the density 
for the fully-dense alloy.   

 

Environment Sample ID Exposure Time Difference Linear Polarization
Test Duration Wt. Loss Density Penetration Rate Density Penetration Rate Rate

days grams grams/cm3 microns microns/yr grams/cm3 microns microns/yr microns/yr
Seawater 90°C C22-C1 135 0.42 6.59 6.20 16.76 7.65 5.34 14.44
Seawater 90°C C22-C2 135 0.45 6.35 6.63 17.94 7.65 5.51 14.89
Seawater 90°C Average 0.44 6.47 6.42 17.35 7.65 5.42 14.67 12.27
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-C3 135 0.26 6.63 3.81 10.29 7.65 3.30 8.91
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-C4 135 0.26 6.99 3.55 9.59 7.65 3.24 8.76
3.5 m NaCl 30°C Average 0.26 6.81 3.68 9.94 7.65 3.27 8.84 2.91
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-C5 135 0.88 6.79 12.50 33.79 7.65 11.10 30.00
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-C6 135 0.81 6.76 11.55 31.21 7.65 10.20 27.58
3.5 m NaCl 90°C Average 0.84 6.78 12.02 32.50 7.65 10.65 28.79 175.71
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-C7 135 0.13 8.75 1.47 3.96 7.65 1.68 4.53
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-C8 135 0.12 6.89 1.70 4.60 7.65 1.53 4.15
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC Average 0.13 7.82 1.58 4.28 7.65 1.60 4.34 2.83
SDW 90°C C22-C9 135 0.25 6.87 3.46 9.35 7.65 3.10 8.39
SDW 90°C C22-C10 135 0.23 6.35 3.58 9.67 7.65 2.97 8.03
SDW 90°C Average 0.24 6.61 3.52 9.51 7.65 3.04 8.21 2.61
SCW 90°C C22-C11 135 0.06 6.64 0.84 2.28 7.65 0.73 1.98
SCW 90°C C22-C12 135 0.10 6.37 1.54 4.16 7.65 1.28 3.47
SCW 90°C Average 0.08 6.50 1.19 3.22 7.65 1.01 2.72 12.38
SAW 90°C C22-C13 135 0.56 6.74 7.98 21.58 7.65 7.04 19.03
SAW 90°C C22-C14 135 0.60 6.65 8.70 23.51 7.65 7.56 20.44
SAW 90°C Average 0.58 6.70 8.34 22.55 7.65 7.30 19.73 81.05

Basis 1: Assume Porous Coating
Corrosion Rate Calculations for HVOF SAM2X5 Coatings on Alloy C-22 Crevice Samples

Basis 2: Assume Full-Density Alloy
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Table XIII – Corrosion rates calculated from the weight and dimensional measurements of SAM2X5-coated weight-loss samples are 
summarized here, along with the final values of corrosion rate determined with linear polarization. The corrosion rates based on 
weight loss were calculated with two possible values of the SAM2X5 density: Basis 1 used the density values calculated from the 
weights and dimensions of the applied coatings, which may indicate that these coatings were not fully dense; Basis 2 used the density 
for the fully-dense alloy. 

Environment Sample ID Exposure Time Difference Linear Polarization
Test Duration Wt. Loss Density Penetration Rate Density Penetration Rate Rate

days grams grams/cm3 microns microns/yr grams/cm3 microns microns/yr microns/yr
Seawater 90°C C22-W1 135 0.42 6.87 5.97 16.14 7.65 5.36 14.50
Seawater 90°C C22-W2 135 0.41 6.84 5.79 15.67 7.65 5.18 14.01
Seawater 90°C Average 0.42 6.86 5.88 15.90 7.65 5.27 14.26 12.27
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-W3 135 0.25 6.84 3.48 9.41 7.65 3.11 8.42
3.5 m NaCl 30°C C22-W4 135 0.24 6.90 3.40 9.21 7.65 3.07 8.30
3.5 m NaCl 30°C Average 0.24 6.87 3.44 9.31 7.65 3.09 8.36 2.91
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-W5 135 0.83 6.89 11.62 31.40 7.65 10.46 28.29
3.5 m NaCl 90°C C22-W6 135 0.70 6.52 10.38 28.05 7.65 8.85 23.92
3.5 m NaCl 90°C Average 0.76 6.71 11.00 29.73 7.65 9.65 26.10 175.71
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-W7 135 0.12 7.08 1.64 4.43 7.65 1.52 4.10
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC C22-W8 135 0.15 6.74 2.14 5.78 7.65 1.88 5.09
3.5 m NaCl + 0.525 m KNO3 90ºC Average 0.13 6.91 1.89 5.10 7.65 1.70 4.59 2.83
SDW 90°C C22-W9 135 0.25 6.74 3.56 9.63 7.65 3.14 8.49
SDW 90°C C22-W10 135 0.24 6.78 3.37 9.12 7.65 2.99 8.09
SDW 90°C Average 0.24 6.76 3.47 9.38 7.65 3.07 8.29 2.61
SCW 90°C C22-W11 135 0.07 7.09 0.96 2.61 7.65 0.89 2.42
SCW 90°C C22-W12 135 0.09 6.99 1.28 3.45 7.65 1.17 3.15
SCW 90°C Average 0.08 7.04 1.12 3.03 7.65 1.03 2.79 12.38
SAW 90°C C22-W13 135 0.48 6.94 6.63 17.92 7.65 6.01 16.26
SAW 90°C C22-W14 135 0.49 7.06 6.74 18.23 7.65 6.22 16.82
SAW 90°C Average 0.48 7.00 6.69 18.08 7.65 6.12 16.54 81.05

Corrosion Rate Calculations for HVOF SAM2X5 Coatings on Alloy C-22 Weight-Loss Samples
Basis 1: Assume Porous Coating Basis 2: Assume Full-Density Alloy
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Table XIV – Values of the pitting resistance equivalence number (PREN) for reference alloys 
and Fe-based amorphous metals. 

Alloy Low Ave High
316L 23 26 30
C-22 65 71 76
SAM2X5 66 74 90
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FIGURES 
 

Figure-of-Merit for Criticality Control Measured in 
1.5 MW TRIGA Reactor
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Figure 1 – Average values of the neutron absorption cross sections for several baseline criticality 
control (neutron absorbing) materials, all compared to the average value for SAM2X5 
(Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4) thermal-spray coatings. 
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SAM2X5 Gas Atomized Powder 
Lot # 05-079
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Figure 2 – X-ray diffraction (XRD) data for SAM2X5 (Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4) 
powder identified as Lot # 05-079. 
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SAM2X5 HVOF Coating on Type 316L SS
Sample Produced with Powder Lot # 05-079
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Figure 3 – X-ray diffraction (XRD) data for SAM2X5 coating (powder lot # 05-079) on Type 
316L stainless steel substrate. 
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SAM2X5 Gas Atomized Powder
Lot # 06-015
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Figure 4 – X-ray diffraction (XRD) data for SAM2X5 (Fe49.7Cr17.7Mn1.9Mo7.4W1.6B15.2C3.8Si2.4) 
powder identified as Lot # 06-015. 
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SAM2X5 HVOF Coating on Alloy C-22
ID # CC-22 4019
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Figure 5 – X-ray diffraction (XRD) data for SAM2X5 coating (powder lot # 06-015) on Alloy C-
22 substrate (# CC-22 4019). 
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SAM2X5 HVOF Coating on Type 316L SS 
ID # E316L511
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Figure 6 – X-ray diffraction (XRD) data for SAM2X5 coating (powder lot # 06-015) on Type 
316L stainless steel substrate (sample # E316L511). 
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Figure 7 – Reference samples of 1018 carbon steel after eight (8) full cycles in the GM salt fog 
test. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Half-scale model of spent-nuclear-fuel (SNF) container fabricated from Type 316L 
stainless steel pipe (Schedule 10s) coated with SAM2X5 (powder lot # 06-015) after eight (8) 
full cycles in GM salt fog test. 
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Figure 9 – Side views SAM2X5-coated container shown in Figure 8 after eight (8) full cycles in 
salt fog test. 
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Figure 10 – Photographs of 1018 carbon steel reference specimens (Sample # A35), before (left) 
and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt fog test. 

 

   
 
Figure 11 – Photographs of 1018 carbon steel reference specimens (Samples # A14), before (left) 
and after (right) 8 full cycles in GM salt fog test. 
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Figure 12 – Photographs showing of HVOF coating of 316 stainless steel on Type 316L stainless 
steel substrate (Sample # 316-170), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt 
fog test. 

   
Figure 13 – Photographs of HVOF coating of Alloy C-22 on Type 316L stainless steel substrate, 
(Sample # 316-238), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt fog test. 
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Figure 14 – Photographs of early HVOF SAM40 coating on Type 316L stainless steel substrate 
(Sample # 316-041), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt fog test. 
 

   
Figure 15 – Photographs of early HVOF coating of SAM40X3 on Type 316L stainless steel 
substrate (Sample # 316-095), before (left) and after (right) 8 abbreviated cycles in GM salt fog 
test. 
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Figure 16 – Photograph of HVOF coating of SAM2X5 on Type 316L stainless steel substrate 
(Sample # 316L-W9), before (left) and after (right) 8 full cycles in GM salt-fog test. The arrows 
were added to the image to pinpoint small suspected rust spots.   
 

   
Figure 17 – Photograph of HVOF coating of SAM2X5 on nickel-based Alloy C-22 substrate 
(Sample # C22-W21), before (left) and after (right) 8 full cycles in GM salt-fog test.  There were 
no suspected rust spots observed on this specimen.   
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Comparison of Electrochemical Responses in 3.5 m NaCl at 90°C
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Figure 18 – Cyclic polarization of SAM2X5 melt-spun ribbon, SAM2X5 coating (powder lot # 
06-015), borated stainless steel, and NiGd (Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd) in 3.5-molal solution of NaCl at 90°C. 
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HVOF SAM2X5 3.5 m NaCl at 30 & 90°C
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Figure 19 – Cyclic polarization of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015) on Type 316L 
stainless steel substrates in a 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30 and 90°C, as well as in a more 
complex electrolyte with 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3. 
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HVOF SAM2X5 in Well J-13 Type Waters at 30°C
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Figure 20 – Cyclic polarization of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015) on Type 316L 
stainless steel substrates in SDW, SCW, SAW and BSW at 30°C. 
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HVOF SAM2X5 in Well J-13 Type Waters at 90°C
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Figure 21 – Cyclic polarization of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015) on Type 316L 
stainless steel substrates in SDW, SCW, SAW and BSW at 90°C. 
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HVOF SAM2X5 in Seawater  at 30°C
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Figure 22 – Cyclic polarization of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015) on Type 316L 
stainless steel substrates (samples # E316L510 and # E316L512) in natural seawater at 30°C, 
with reference data a sample of wrought Ni-based Alloy C-22 (samples # 4002 and # 4006). 
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HVOF SAM2X5 in Seawater  at 90°C
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Figure 23 – Cyclic polarization of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015) on Type 316L 
stainless steel substrates (samples # E316L517 and # E316L518) in natural seawater at 90°C, 
with reference data a sample of wrought Ni-based Alloy C-22 (sample # JE1594).  
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Comparison of Seawater & NaCl Corrosion Rates
Evolution of Powder Lots
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Figure 24 – Apparent corrosion rates determined with linear polarization during long-term open 
circuit corrosion testing of SAM2X5-coated samples prepared with lots of powder produced in 
2004, 2005 (Lot #05-079) and 2006 (Lot #06-015). 
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Comparison of Seawater & NaCl Corrosion Potentials
Evolution of Powder Lots
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Figure 25 – OCP values during long-term open circuit corrosion testing of SAM2X5-coated 
samples prepared with lots of powder produced in 2004, 2005 (Lot #05-079) and 2006 (Lot #06-
015). 
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Corrosion Rates for HVOF SAM2X5
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Figure 26 – Apparent corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015 powder) on 
Alloy C-22 rods during immersion in seven different brines over period of approximately 135 
days, as determined with linear polarization. 
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Corrosion Rates of HVOF SAM2X5 
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Figure 27 – Apparent corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015 powder) on 
Alloy C-22 rods after immersion in seven different brines for 1 day and 133 days, as determined 
with linear polarization. 
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Figure 28 – OCP values of SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015 powder) on Alloy C-22 rods 
during immersion in seven different brines over period of approximately 133 days. 
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Figure 29 – OCP values for SAM2X5 coatings (powder lot # 06-015 powder) on Alloy C-22 
rods after immersion in seven different brines for 1 day and 133 days, as determined with linear 
polarization. 
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Figure 30 – Alloy C-22 rod (Sample # C22-1) coated with SAM2X5 (Lot # 06-015 powder) after 
immersion in natural seawater at 90°C for 133 days immersion; apparent corrosion rate of 12.3 
µm/yr determined with linear polarization. 
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Figure 31 – Alloy C-22 rod (Sample # C22-2) coated with SAM2X5 (Lot # 06-015 powder) after 
immersion in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C for 133 days immersion; apparent corrosion rate 
of 2.91µm/yr determined with linear polarization. 
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Figure 32 – Alloy C-22 rod (Sample # C22-3) coated with SAM2X5 (Lot # 06-015 powder) after 
immersion in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C for 133 days immersion; apparent corrosion rate 
of 176 µm/yr determined with linear polarization. 
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Figure 33 – Alloy C-22 rod (Sample # C22-4) coated with SAM2X5 (Lot # 06-015 powder) after 
immersion in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C for 133 days immersion; 
apparent corrosion rate of 2.83 µm/yr determined with linear polarization. 
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Figure 34 – Alloy C-22 rod (Sample # C22-5) coated with SAM2X5 (Lot # 06-015 powder) after 
immersion in SDW at 90°C for 133 days immersion; apparent corrosion rate of 2.61 µm/yr 
determined with linear polarization. 
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Figure 35 – Alloy C-22 rod (Sample # C22-6) coated with SAM2X5 (Lot # 06-015 powder) after 
immersion in SCW at 90°C for 133 days immersion; apparent corrosion rate of 12.4 µm/yr 
determined with linear polarization. 
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Figure 36 – Alloy C-22 rod (Sample # C22-7) coated with SAM2X5 (Lot # 06-015 powder) after 
immersion in SAW at 90°C for 133 days immersion; apparent corrosion rate of 81.1 µm/yr 
determined with linear polarization. 
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Figure 37 – After 135 days immersion, weight loss and dimensional measurements were used to 
determine the corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings on Alloy C-22 weight-loss samples. 
Depending upon the assumed coating density, these rates were determined to be: (1) 14.3-15.9 
µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 8.4-9.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; (3) 
26.1-29.7 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 4.6-5.1 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 
0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) 8.3-9.4 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 2.8-3.0 µm/yr in 
SCW at 90°C; and (7) 16.5-18.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C. 
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HVOF SAM2X5 on Alloy C-22 Crevice Samples
Measured Corrosion Rates After 135 Days
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Figure 38 – After 135 days immersion, weight loss and dimensional measurements were used to 
determine the corrosion rates of SAM2X5 coatings on Alloy C-22 crevice-corrosion samples. 
Depending upon the assumed coating density, these rates were determined to be: (1) 14.7-17.3 
µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; (2) 8.8-9.9 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; (3) 
28.8-32.5 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; (4) 4.2-4.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 
0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; (5) 8.2-9.5 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; (6) 2.7-3.2 µm/yr in 
SCW at 90°C; and (7) 19.7-22.5 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C.  
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Figure 39 – Weight-loss samples identified as C22-W1 and C22-W2 were used to determine the 
corrosion rate of 14.3-15.9 µm/yr in natural seawater at 90°C; crevice-corrosion samples 
identified as C22-C1 and C22-C2 were used to determine the corrosion rate of 14.7-17.3 µm/yr 
in natural seawater at 90°C. 
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Figure 40 – Weight-loss samples identified as C22-W3 and C22-W4 were used to determine the 
corrosion rate of 8.4-9.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C; crevice-corrosion samples 
identified as C22-C3 and C22-C4 were used to determine the corrosion rate of 8.8-9.9 µm/yr in 
3.5-molal NaCl solution at 30°C. 
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Figure 41 – Weight-loss samples identified as C22-W5 and C22-W6 were used to determine the 
corrosion rate of 26.1-29.7 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C; crevice-corrosion samples 
identified as C22-C5 and C22-C6 were used to determine the corrosion rate of 28.8-32.5 µm/yr 
in 3.5-molal NaCl solution at 90°C. 
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Figure 42 – Weight-loss samples identified as C22-W7 and C22-W8 were used to determine the 
corrosion rate of 4.6-5.1 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C; 
crevice-corrosion samples identified as C22-C7 and C22-C8 were used to determine the 
corrosion rate of 4.2-4.3 µm/yr in 3.5-molal NaCl and 0.525-molal KNO3 solution at 90°C. 
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Figure 43 – Weight-loss samples identified as C22-W9 and C22-W10 were used to determine the 
corrosion rate of 8.3-9.4 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C; crevice-corrosion samples identified as C22-C9 
and C22-C10 were used to determine the corrosion rate of 8.2-9.5 µm/yr in SDW at 90°C. 
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Figure 44 – Weight-loss samples identified as C22-W11 and C22-W12 were used to determine 
the corrosion rate of 2.8-3.0 µm/yr in SCW at 90°C; crevice-corrosion samples identified as 
C22-C11 and C22-C12 were used to determine the corrosion rate of 2.7-3.2 µm/yr in SCW at 
90°C. 
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Figure 45 – Weight-loss samples identified as C22-W13 and C22-W14 were used to determine 
the corrosion rate of 16.5-18.1 µm/yr in SAW at 90°C; crevice-corrosion samples identified as 
C22-C13 and C22-C14 were used to determine the corrosion rate of 19.7-22.5 µm/yr in SAW at 
90°C. 




